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INTRODUCTION 

l.VALUE OF A FISHERY SECTOR STUDY 

The importance of the fisheries sector's contribution to national economic_ .... 
social and nutritional goals is now widely recognised and principles for a 
strategy and plan of action for fisheries management and development have been 
laid down. Objectives should be based on an assessment: of the fishery 
resources available . and 01. markets to be served .;'but also other factors , 
including foreign operations . must be considered.· Most important , the 
fisheries sector should be viewed as a system in which different industrial 
, production . consumption and policy components interact. 
Correspondingly, developpment strategies should be comprehensive in nature and 
should address multiple objectives. 

2 .• PROCEDURAL STEPS 
• 

The findings in the present study are achieved in three steps. 
First.the fisheries sector of each country is described in terms of a fiheries 
industrial system (FIS).This permits the disaggregation of the sector into its 
component subsystems and linkages to the rest of the economy taking into 
consideration economic. , technological sociological and pol icy factors 
affecting fisheries production and consumption. 
Next, based on the first step, countries are grouped according to similarities 
of their fisheries sector develop~ent. 
Finally, comprehensive pattern-specific development strategies covering the 
areas of investment, technical assistance and regional and international co
operation are proposed together with corresponding suggestions for actions. 
The methodological approach developed and used for the study is fully 
explained in a separate part of the report. 

3.MAJOR OUTPUTS 

- An assessment of the fisheries systems of 48 African countries within a 
comprehensive development planning approach and the identification of 3 
patterns of development derived from 14 •clusters with different 
characteristics/, prevaling in the fisheries .systems of the 48 developing 
countries. These country grouping are not the result of political , geographic 
or other non fishery specific industrial classificationsJThey depend solely 
on those considerations be they economic or otherwise which specifically 
relate to the development of the fisheries sector. 
- List of major and group specific constraints and enhancements. 
- Comprehensive development strategies for the 3 identified fisheries patterns 
of development as well as for the 14 different clusters. 
- Pattern-specific actions to be promoted in order to implement the strategies 
and eliminate major problems hindering their successful application. 
- A description of the actions in term of concrete investfments , technical 
assistance , policies , support actions and mechanisms to be applied to the 
different components of the groups of countries as well as options fer co
operation between the countri~s in this regard. 



·' 
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4.BENEFIT TO USERS 

First, government fisheries planning offices and ministeries of fisheries of 
the 48 countries can directly use the outputs of the study for programming the 
sector and setting priorities for actions in an integrated manner. 
Second, for developing countries the study provides the possibility of sharing 
and benefitting from other countries' development experiences. 
Third , this work will also be of use to international technical assistance 
and for aid-giving financial organizations promoting the development of the 
fisheries sector , in designing progra!DIDes for country groups rather than for 
individual countries. 

5.STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT 

The report is divided into 2 main parts. 

FIRST PART gives the main results of the typology work and a detailed analysis 
of the different patterns of development characterising the groups and 
clusters of African countries. 

SECTION 1 gives an overview of the African fishery sector and intrcduces the 
concept of industrial fishery system and the different components and 
count~ies used for the typology. 

SECTION 2 describes in detail THE 14 CLUSTERS and THE 3 GROUPS of countries 
after summarysing first the methodology used to split the 48 African co•Jntries 
into different groups. 

SECTION 3 lists all the constraints and enhancements to be taken in account 
in elaboratir.g strategies and suggesting actions. 

SECTION 4 gives a start to strategies to f0llow in order to improve the 
productivity of the fishery sector. Actions are also suggested to give 
concrete advices on how to make the best investments and the best use of 
technical assistance. 

PART 2 is a complete description of the methodology used for the typology 
work. 

SECTION 1 describE:s j_n details the components and variables wich were used 
here and the one used in the typology of 1987. 

SECTION 2 explains the way data was transformed into a specific scale. 
It also shows different clustering methods used and component analyses run on 
the computer to end up with a final dendogram which gives the clusters of 
countries on which are based the analyses of patterns of development described 
in part 1. 

The APPENDIX gives the outputs of different clusterinr, methods run to do thf' 
typology. 



PART I: TIIE FISH INDUSIRY SECTOR ANALYSIS 

SECTION 1: FISHERY OVERVIEW AND DEFINITION 

1.1 AFRICA AND WORLD FISHERIES 

World fish production is now around one hundred million tons per year, 
and of that total, some 65- 70 per cent is used for human consumption. 
Excluding South Africa, the total fish production of the African continent is 
around 4. 3 million metric tons of which only a small amount is used for 
non-human consumption. So Africa with 11.0 per cent of the world's 
population, produces only 4.5 per cent of the world's fish or 6.0 per cent of 
the wcrJ.d' s food fish. Africa's per capita consumption of fish protein at 7. 5 
kgs is ten per cent less than th~ average for developing countri~s and 46 per 
cent less than the global average. 

1.1.1 MARINE FISHERIES 

Africa's marine fisheries are mainly located on the west side of the 
continent. Three huge concentrations of fish stocks are found there; off 
Namibia and Angola to the south where the cold waters of the Benguela current 
create an upwelling in the sea; in the Gulf of Guinea where migrating schools 
of tuna pass and local stocks of small pelagics and shrimps exist; and off 
Mauritania and Morocco where there are other large pelagic an<1 demersal 
fisheries. On Africa's east co~st the main fish concentrations are found off 
Mozambique and Somalia though tuna range all over that part of the Indian 
Ocean. 

A major factor in the use of marine fish resources around Africa is the 
presence of foreign fleets which harvest an estimated 1. 5 mill ion tons 
annually from African waters. Most of these vessels pay license fees or 
royalties for the right to fish there hut it is generally agreed that the 
return to the state is very small for giving up such a valuable resource. 
The amount of fish taken by foreizn fleets may be worth over a billion dollars 
annually. Fishing rights have often been bargained for by powerful trading 
or political groups such as the EEC, USSR or Japan, iu return for more 
nebulous benefits in access to markets, aid or other assistance. 

1.1.2 FISH TRADE 

African exports of fish products at over US$1,600 million are about 9.0 
per cent of FIS exports from the developing world. (Africa's population is 
15.0 per cent of the developing world). Bu· Africa imports over US$800 
million of fish food a year, so its fish export earnings are only 48 per cent 
more than fish import costs. The rest of the developing world earns 68 per 
cent more from fish exports than it pays for fish imports. 

The bulk of fish exports from Africa in value, is made up of canned 
sardines, mackerel and pilchard, canned or frozen tuna and frozen shrimps. 
There is also a growing trade in frozen reef fish and quality demersal 
species. Within Africa there is a large informal cross-border trade in dried 
fish and smoked fish. Fish imports to Africa are nearly all mackerel and 
sardine in frozen or canned form though some dried codfish or stockfish is 
still imported from Norway and Portugal. 



Note: Fish imports are mostly frozen fish for domestic consumption, usually 
frozen mackerels, sardines, hakes or ether groundfish plus informal imports 
of dried fish are not always recorded. Imports of special canned fish 
products are of minor significance. The bulk of Algeria's fish imports are 
fish meal for animal feed. 

1.1.3 INLAND PRODUCTION AND AQUACULTURE 

Nearly half of Africa's fish production comEs from inland waters -
lakes, rivers, swamps and flood plains. This part of ·~e production - close 
on two million tons, supplies vital protein food to the rural population. 
However, although Africa's fresh waters are rich in fish and are remarkably 
productive. aquaculture or the farming of fish has not progressed to any 
significant extent in Africa. This is in sharp contrdsL to Asia where fish 
culture is a substantial inci~tstry. China alone produces more fish by farming 
than all of Africa produces by capture. Export earnings from shrimps culture 
alone in the Philippines and Indonesia are over a hundred million dollars 
annually in each count~y. 

Fish culture work in Africa has been continuing since the 1960s but 
the main impact has been in the stocking of dams ard reservoirs with tilapia. 
Tilapia are a good food fish with wide tolerance of water conditions. As they 
are algae grazers they do not need to be fed artificially as do carps or 
shrimps. But commercial fish farming has not yet really begun iu Africa on 
any significant scale. The main reason is probably that the same problems 
which plague African agriculture also face aquaculture in the continent. 
Intermittent or infrequent rains affect the water availability. Large-scale 
fish farming entails water and soil conservation, pond cleaning and 
fertilization, predator control, artificial inducements to breeding and 
spawning, disease control and careful feeding. All this involves a long-term 
approach, a degree of knowledge and skill, and investments of time and money. 
Most African fish farmers cannot afford the substantial inputs. 

Nevertheless, the potential for aquaculture in Africa is good and 
should be addressed in any development programme. 

Note: The table below excludes Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland which have no 
fishery resources and also South Africa which caught 878, 580 tons, a per 
capita production of 25.5 kgs. But the totals are all-inclusive. 



Table 1: MAJOR FISH EXPORTERS IN AFRICA 

Value of Fish Exports in USS Fish Exports per capita in 
USS per cap 

Morocco 415 000,000 Namibia 246.0 
Namibia 320,000,000 Seychelles 187.0 
Senegal 245,000,000 Mauritania 97.0 
Mauritania 194,000,000 Senegal 33.0 
Cote d' 1'.·oire 126,000,000 Morocco 17.0 
Tunisia 103,000,000 Mauritius 15.0 
Mozambique 65,000,0CO Tunisia 10.8 
Madagascar 32,000,000 Cote d'Ivoire 10.5 
Ghana n.000.000 Gabon 10.5 
Mauritius 16.200.000 Cape Verde 4.3 
Nigeria 13, 100 .000 Mozambique 4 .1 
Seychelles 12,700,000 Madagascar 2.8 
Gabon 12.500,000 Ghana 2.1 
Kenya 10, 100,000 Sierra Leone 2.1 
Sierra Leone 8,200.000 Guinea Bissau 1. 5 

Note: Fish exports are mostly frozen tuna. canned tuna. frozen shrimps. 
canned sardines and mackerels and informal cross border trade in smoked fish. 

Source: FAO Yearbook of Fishery Statistics 1989 

Table 2: MAJOR FISH IMPORTERS IN AFRICA 

By wei&ht in tons By capita in k&s per cap. 
Nigeria 
Cote d' lvoire* 
Egypt 
Zaire 
Angola 
Cameroon 
Algeria 
Congo 
Togo 
Ghana 
Senegal 
Mozambique 
Liberia 
Guinea 
Gabon 
Gambia 
Seychelles* 
Mauritius* 
Benin 
Libya 

256,000 
206,000 
103,000 

89,000 
74,000 
69,000 
61,000 
34,000 
26,000 
20,000 
20,000 
14,000 
13,000 
8,500 
7,400 
6,800 
6,400 
5,800 
5,200 
'~ '200 

Seychelles* 94.5 
Congo 18.1 
Cote d'Ivoire* 17.1 
Gambia 8.3 
Togo 7.8 
Angola 7.6 
Gabon 6.2 
Eq. Guinea 6.2 
Cameroon 6.0 
Liberia 5.4 
Mauritius* 5.4 
Senegal 2.7 
Zaire 2.6 
Algeria 2.5 
Nigeria 2.3 
Egypt 2.1 
Sao Tome 1.6 
Ghar1 1.4 
Guinea 1.2 
Benin 1.17 

* Those marked with an asterisk import in order to process and <'Xport. 
Gambia also does this to a lesser extent. 

Source: FAO Y<'<1rbook of Fishery Statistics J'l8'J 



Table 3: FISH PRODUCTIO~: AFRICA 1989 

Total Production in tons Production in k&s per capita 

Morocco 
Tanzania 
Ghana 
Namibia 
Senegal 
Nigeria 
Egypt 
Uganda 
Zaire 
KenYa 
Angola 
Chad 
Cote d' l\·oi re 
Algeria 
Madagascar 
Tunisia 
Mauritania 
Malawi 
Cameroon 
Mali 
Zambia 
Sierra Leone 
Benin 
Congo 
Guinea 
Mozambique 
Sudan 
Gabon 
Zimbabwe 
Somalia 
Gambia 
Mauritius 
Liberia 
Togo 
CAF 
Burundi 
Burkina Faso 
Libya 
Cape Verde 
Comoros 
Niger 
Seychelles 
Ethiopia 
Eq. Guinea 
G. Bissau 
Sao Tome 
R\:anda 
Djibouti 

520.354 
386.868 
381. 734 
300.000 
268.781 
259.507 
254.000 
2'10 .000 
166.000 
1411. 000 
111.132 
110.000 
100.614 

QQ.736 
99.605 
95.091 
92.612 
-07.900 
71. 6114 
71. 836 
68.000 
53.000 
'·2. 236 
38. 31,9 
34,000 
33,625 
21,. 000 
22. 900 
20.000 
18,200 
1/.619 
1/,194 
1/,000 
16 ,/; 58 
13 ,000 
11, 700 
8.006 
7,784 
6,486 
5,500 
/1. 7 51 
'• ,1+03 
'•. 263 
'• ,000 
3. 5110 
3,000 
1 .'• /? 

11 /0 

Tot al: 11. IO l. IV1 

Namibia 
Seychelles 
Mauritania 
Senegal 
Ghana 
Sao Tome & P. 
Morocco 
Gambia 
L:abon 
Chad 
Cc.n,r;o 
Cape \"erd.: 
Mauritius 

Uganda 
Sierra L<?on<? 
Comoros 
Tunisia 
Angola 
Mala1'-"i 
Eq. h1inea 
Benin 
Madag;;scar 
Cote d' h·oi re 
Mali 
Zambia 
Cameroon 
Liberia 
Kenya 
Cui nc·a 
Er,ypt 
Za i l"f' 
Tor,o 
t:AF 
Algeria 
G. Bissau 
Somalia 
Ntgf'ria 
Burundi 
Mozambique 
Zimbabwf' 
Li bv.1 
Djibouri 
Sudan 
Burkina Faso 
Ni f,H 

Rwand.:i 
Ethiopia 

All 1\frica (11.'l8}.lV1 incl11dinr. So1111t 1\fri<·.1) 

230 
64 
48 
38 
27 
25 
21. 7 
21. 6 
20.8 
.l l) . -~ 

20.2 
17 .3 
15.9 
1) .6 
1'1. 8 
13 ./1 
13.2 
12.2 
11. 5 
11.0 
10./ 

<l.6 

9.2 
9.0 
9.0 
8.9 
6.9 
6.8 
6 ./1 
6.3 
) . l 
) . O 

'·. 8 
/1 ./1 

1,. 2 
3.6 
3. 1 
) /1 

2.3 
2.3 
2.2 
l. 8 
l. 2 
1.0 
0.9 
0.6 
0.} 

0.1 
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1.2 DEFINING FISHERIES INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS 

1. 2. 1 INTRODUCING A SYSTEMS APPROACH IN DE\'ELOPMEl'iT 

In seeking to promote balanced development of any sector. one must 
recognise that there are linkages and relationships which ..-ill corvey the 
effect of industrial growth or changes upstream and do•-nstream from the main 
activity. In fisheries for example this ...-ould im:o1'.·e both capital and the 
food processing sector. Among capital goods production there would be boats. 
eugines, fishing gear. ice plants. cold stores. processing plants and 
refrigerated trucks. The food processing sector ....-ould include or in\·ol \'e not 
only processing plants. but can manufacture. refrigerants. unsaturated oils 
for canning \·arious packaging items. Then there is the general infrastructure 
supporting the industry. - harbours. roads. pm.-er stations. fuel refineries and 
~o on. 

The application of a systems approach is thereforr- required to promote 
balanced development of the fish~ries sector and its industrial subsectors. 
and to develop appropriate and far-reaching policies and a~tions. 

1.2.2 DEFI~ITION OF FIS 

A fisheries industrial system can b'O' described as a system that reflects 
the integrated and interdependent nature of all the industrial resource and 
consumption elements anci the related extraction and processing acti\·ities. 
together with the institutions and policies im·ol\·ed, in any particulac fish 
industry. 
Figure 1.2 attemps to display these generically in a simplified form. 

The relationship between the complete set of compone~ts of any FIS is 
not a simple one consisting of the exchange of goods and services, but rat 1.er 
a structural one with a high degree of interdependence. This interdepen~ency 
is interactive in character, so that any change occuring in one of the 
components tends to modify the whole in a variety of ways and to a varying 
f>Xtent. 

The implication of this approach is that a FIS should be deH·loped as 
a whole rather than by components. The notion of development is replaced by 
the notion of integrated development. The via bi~ i ty of applyinp, the FIS 
approach depends however on the feasibility of properi.y identifying a systr·m's 
components and their interrelatioships. 

1. 2. 3 RELEVANT COMPONENTS AND COUNTRIES FOR THE TYPOLOGY 

Details of the computer programme of the Africa FIS study are given in 
part 2 of this report. Readers interested in how components are constructed 
and tested can refer to that section. The nine components used in the study. 
which the methodology confirmed to be relevant to the patterns of FIS in 
Africa, were: 

~- DI STR IBUT ION AND MARK I-:T I NG 

l. FISHERY RESOURCES (MSY) 6. C:ONSllMPTION 

7. RESOURC~: UTILISATION I. lNDllSTRIAL INPUTS 

1. EXTRACTION H. FI Sii I Ml'Cl!{TS 

11 • l'IWC ES S I NC 'I J-'<>H!·. f<;N I~;\'! ii .\T.f1F.\'i 



Other components were tested and discarded when computer print-outs made clear 
that they duplicated information or relationships the computer could detect 
from other variables. 
For example, a fish export component was tested and then discarded, but 
despite its omission the progra1111Iae continued to cluster countries together 
which had similar fish export patterns. 

48 African countries were seler.ted for inclusion in the study . All 
developing countries producing over 3000 tons of fish a year were included. 
In addition, although their production is currently less , Rwanda and Djibouti 
were included as they have access to fishery resources well in excess of 3000 
tons. 
The full list of countries is as follows: 

I .ALGERIA 
2 .ANGOLA. 
3.B~NIN 

'•.BURKINA FASO 
5.BURUNDI 
6.CAMEROON 
7.CAPE VERDE 
8.CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 
9.CHAD 
IO.COMOROS 
11.CONGO 
12.COTE D'IVOIRE 
13 . DJIBOUTI 
l'•. EGYPT 
15.EQUATORIAL GUINEA 
16. ETHIOPIA 

17.GABON 
18.GAMBIA 
19.GHANA 
20.GUINEA 
21.GUINEA BISSAU 
22.KENYA 
23.LIBERIA 
24.LIBYA 
25.MADAGASCAR 
26.MALAWI 
27.MALI 
28.MAURITANIA 
29 .MAURITIUS 
30.MOROCCO 
31.MOZAMBIQUE 
32.NAMIBIA 

SECTION 2: PATTERNS OF DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 RESUME OF THE METHODOLOGY 

33.NIGER 
34.NIGERIA 
35.RWANDA 
36.SAO TOME PRIN. 
37.SENEGAL 
38.SEYCHELLES 
39.SIERRA LEONE 
40.SOMALIA 
41.SUDAN 
42.TANZANIA 
43. TOGO 
44.TUNISIA 
45.UGANDA 
46.ZAIRE 
47.ZAMBIA 
48.ZIMBABWE 

Data on all 48 countries was assembled for 15 variables which were used 
to construct values for the nine components. This was inputed into the 
computer programme as described in part 2 of the report, and the programme was 
run accordingly. 

The computer analysis is received in several forms, both statistical and 
graphic. The two main graphic forms are the dendogram and the cluster 
profiles, examples of which are seen in figures 2.3.2 and in part 2 of the 
report. 

Interpretation of the computer clustering is accomplished in two ways. 
(i) The clustered countries are studied by a fish industry expert to determine 
which commonalities link them. This requires some thought and perception as 
the patterns may not be self-evident. (ii) At the same time the cluster 
profiles and principal component analysis (table 2.1 in part 2) are examined 
as they provide graphical and mathematical indications of the areas of 
similarity. 

Th(· numh(·r of dustE'rs or r,roups obtainable .rom such a study varies 
t rom I to 118 or howevf'r many countries are in the study. However, thf' search 



is for meaningful groups or clusters. and following detailed study of the 
results, it was agreed that two aggregations were most informative. one of 14 
clusters which fall intc three grou?s. The 3 groups reflect the 3 main 
discernable patterns of Fl3 development. 

The 14 clusters identified by the analysis provide clearly discernible 
patterns of fish industry development . In some cases the similarities are 
very strong and in others they are weakened by particular differences. Use of 
different clustering programmes revealed that some countries have similarities 
with more than one group. This is also detectible from the standardised 
variables ·-
in tables 2.2.l.(part2) 

From further analysis of the cluster graphs (figure 2.2.2) the three 
main patterns of Africa's fish industries emerge~. These 3 groups and the 14 
clusters are laid out in the section below. 

2.2 THE 3 MAIN PATTERN OF FISH INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA 

Analysis of the 14 clusters and of the cluster graphs reveals three 
main patterns for the fish industry sector in Africa. For the purposes of 
differentiation these are termed groups "A". "B" and "C". 

Group A is composed of clusters 1 to 5. and has a total of 14 
countries. 
Group B encompasses clusters 6 to 10, which have 21 countries in all. 

Group C involves clusters lla, llb and 12. It has 13 countries. 

Each major group has very different characteristics which affect the 
present state and future prospects of the Fish Industries Sector. Their 
constraints and enhancements differ :iCl •ndingly and this would call for 
particular strategy options in each case. 

Group A countries have flourishing and growing FIS sectors with ~he 
potential to develop further, particularly with regard to the export market. 
They mostly have already substantial investment in the fishery industries in 
fish plants, fishing fleets and ~upporting services. 

Group B countries have doauestically oriented fish industries and 
mostly have difficulty meeting the internal demand from local supplies. As 
a result, many of the countries have to import fish to supplement the national 
production. Their industries are largely artisanal and only a handful of the 
countries have an industrial scale deep sea fishing fleet. 

In Group C countries the fishery industries are low priority and have 
not been invested in to any significant degree. This is due mainly to low 
demand for fish food by the local population, and to the absence of large 
resources in all except one of the countries. 

The contrasts between groups A, ~and Care mostly clearly visible in 
the cluster group graph figure XX which brings into rel iE>f th<' 
industrialisation of group A (variabl<>s V). V1. Via se<>n at p,raph points 5, 6 
and 7); the high consump~ ion and Ii mi t f'd rf'sot1rcf' of p,roup B (vari ab! <'f. VL1 
and V5, graph points 9 and 11); and tlw almost tota!Jy rwp,ativ1• situation of 
p,roup C. Also of notf' is th<' high for<·ir,n involvc•mf'nt in r,roup A's fislwn· 
industri<'s (Vl3 $hmm bv p,1.;ph point I). 



Cluster profiles for each of the 14 clusters can be found in part 2 section 
2.3 and this help to describe the individual clusters. In addition details of 
standardised values of components for each country are given in tables 2.2.l 
in part 2. 

2.2.1 Group Descriptions 

A• Group Countries 
FIS generally flourishing. 
good marine resources being 
harvested for both domestic 
and export market. Ba~ic 

infrastructure in place; 
significant foreign involvement; 
processing and support industries 
expanding. 

Morocco.Tunisia. Namibia. 
Hau:·~ rania. Sene:gal. Algeria. 
Ghana. Cote D'Ivoire. Angola. 
Mozambique. Sierra Leone. 
Seychelles. Mauritius. Gambia. 

B" Group Countries 
High demand but ~upply-side 
problems. FIS resource not 
adequate for large domestic 
market. Fisheries chiefly 
freshwater and artisanal. 
Marginal increases possible but 
imports will still be required 
in most cases. Aquaculture 
potential good. 

Zaire. Congo. rameroon. Egypt, 
Nigeria, Gabon. Cape Verde, Guinea, 

Liberia, Kenya, Madagascar.Tanzania. 

C" Group CoJntries 
Fish consumption per capita is 
mostly very low. To date, there 
has been little investment in the 
FIS. Som~ significant resources 
exist which could be developed 
for export both to African and 
European or Middle East markets. 

Uganda, Malawi. Chad. Zambia, Hali, 
Benin. Togo. Zimbabwe, Libya. 

Comoros, Equatorial Guinea. Sao 
Tome & Principe, Guinea Bissau. 
Central African Republic, Niger, 
Burundi. Somalia, Djibouti, 
Ethiopia, Rwanda, Sudan. 
Burkina faso. 

2.3 CLUSTER PATTERti5ANP DESCRIPTIONS 

The fourteen clusters are described below in some more detail, as they 
appear within their respective groups. 

2.3.1 GROUP "A" 

1. Morocco and Tunisia 

As the cluster graph displays (fig. 2.1.PART 2), this group alo~g with 
cluster 3 has the most positive overall set of values. This is to be expected 
as their fishery industries are well developed and functioning efficiently. 
Morocco is the major fish exporter in Africa and top,c-ther the two countries 
earn more than US$500 million annually from fish exports. Morocco has the 
larger resources, bt1t both countries are explnitinp, their fisheries 
consumption quite fully. 



figure 2.2.2 group profiles 
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On a per capita measure. their resources and their fish consumption are 
similar. The group has minimal foreign involvement in their industry. What 
there is, relates to manufacture and vessel construction rather than to 
capture or processing whicn they are well able to handle themselves. 
Industrial input~ and service industries are high for both countries. Fish 
imports are insignificant, being confined to special products of low volume. 
The one major problem facing the group is the difficulty of increasing 
production since the marine resources are heavily exploited and there is only 
limited possibility of developing aquaculture or mariculture. 

2. Namibia and Mauritania 

Cluster 2 has enormous production and e~port potentials. Neithei.· 
country consumes much fish internally since the population is small and the 
Namibians are traditionally meat-eaters. Their industries are. therefore, 
export-oriented and this has necessitated huge investments in ports and 
processing facilities, chiefly at Wal vis Bay and Nouakchott. Their gross 
export earnings are <.lose to that of cluster l. Both countries face the 
problem that their resources have been harvtsted chiefly by foreign fleets. 
Namibia is largely succeeding in its efforts to have most of the vessels 
registered nationally but Mauritania has much further to go to nationalise 
capture. The countries though thousand of miles apart have other 
similarities. Both are largely desert and apart from fish, minerals are the 
other main national resources. 

Development of the FIS in cluster 2 will focus on expansion and 
upgrading of value-added processing and strengthening of nation~l fishing 
fleets and fishery management. 

3. Senegal. Cote d'Ivoire. Gbana and Al~eria 

This flourishing group of FIS countries produces over 850,000 tons of 
fish a year and earns over US$400 million from fish exports. Unlike clusters 
l and 2, their industries have a large artisanal sector which produces 
practically all of the domestically-consumed fish. Apart from Algeria, all 
have high per capita fish consumption. The traditional fishermen in Ghana and 
Senegal dominate fisheries on the West African coast. Migrant bands of 
Ghanaian or Senegalese fishermen are found operating in practically all 
countries from Mauritania to Nigeria. 

There are strong export processing sectors in Senegal, Cote d'Ivoire 
and Ghana and expansion is likely in Senegal and Ghana. All four states have 
fleets of large offshore vessels though most are acquired through some form 
of foreign participation. The offshore fleets need to be upgraded and 
expanded and to do so necessitates strengthening of local repair, maintenance 
and service industries. 

Huch could be done to reduce losses in the domestic fish supply which 
varies according to the fishing season. Better smoking and improved storage 
could save thousands of tons of fish and considerably reduce the need for fish 
imports at times when local landings are low. 
Current efforts to obtain suitable planked boat replacements for large dug-out 
c~noes should continue. 

While there has been a long and fairly amicable foreign involvement in 
the processing sector, the countries are striving for greater national control 
of the industry and more added-value processing. 

1,. An&ol a. MozambiQU<' and Si <'rra L<'onc 

Li kf' cl ust(·r ) . group 1, has i mm<· ma· f i sll<'ry n·so11r<"'.f's. Tor,f't lwr I hf' 
t hrf'C' count r if' s <"'.011 l d produc<· a mi I I ion 1 ons of f i ~;h a Y<'a r. P111t t II<' i r 



resources are largely harvested by foreign fleets, often on terms which are 
of doubtful value to the country. A major reason for the situation is that 
the development of all three countries has b~en greatly retarded by political 
and economic problems. Angola and Mozambique have suffered from protracted 
guerilla wars and insurgencies and Sierra Leone from severe economic problems 
and a very weak currency. (Note: no such data is used in the computer study 
but the programme analysis can detect similarities related to these problems 
from secondary or tertiary data relationships). 

All three countries have large domestic requirements f~r fish and have 
need of foreign currency and remunerative employment for their people. The 
fishery ind~stry could supply all three in each case, but realisation of its 
benefits has been hampered by the instability and weakness referred to. Now 
that a political settlement has been reached in Angola and seems to be not too 
far off in Mozambique and that Sierra Leone is endeavouring to address its 
economic problems, progress should be more rapid. 

In addition to the marine resource, the group has very productive 
inland .,:,:ers but extraction is limited because of poor internal roads and 
communi~~tions. For example the Cahora Bassa dam lake in Mozambique is rich 
in many .:pecies of fish such as abound in Kariba lake upstream. but at present 
the area is insecure and it is not possible to harvest or distribute fish from 
the lake. 

Huch work remains to be done to develop infrastructure and strengthen 
local institutions and human resource capabilities in group 4. 

5. Seychelles. Mauritius and The Gambia 

A glance at the cluster graph (2.1.~art 2) shows clearly that cluster 
5 has good resources, low utilisation, fair degree of industrialisation, small 
domestic demand and high foreign involvement. This is to be expected in small 
population countries with export potential in their FIS. None of the 
countries has the national wealth to develop a fishery export industry on its 
own and so they must rely on foreign participation to a high degree, both in 
capture and in processing. 

The resource in the Seychelles and Mauritius is chiefly tuna for which 
there is a buoyant market. Multinational companies which need to secure 
sources of supply for their canning factories are usually very willing to 
engage in joint ventures or licensed fishing in countries which have unfished 
stocks of tuna. However, this usually limits local pr .cessing to freezing of 
whole tuna and sometimes to mere cold storage. 

Gambia's resource is more mixed and demersal. The export trade from 
Gambia, focuses on blacksole, shrimps and some reef fishes or lobsters. The 
volumes are small but not insignificant to Gambia's economy. 

The emphasis in all three rountries needs to be on greater national 
participation, improved handling and quality and more added-value processing. 

2.3.2 GROUP "B" 

6. Zaire. Con,o and Cameroon 

This if the first group of major fish importers. Some of those above 
:mport fish to process and re-export and some register as imports fish from 
local waters, caught by foreign fleets and landed as part of the license 
agreement. But cluster 6 countries import substantially on a regular basis 
to meet local demand for fish which cannot be produced from national waters. 
Fortunately, each of the three countries has access to for~ign currecny so 
importing is possibl~. 



The cluster countries fish r.:sources <ire fairlv e\·enlv divided ben.·een m.:irint.' . . 
ami fresh waters. :Zair12 t-as an en0rmous net;,;ork of rh·ers. lakes and s,.-amps. 
while fish production fro10 such inland ,.-aters can be substantial. there art.' 
se\·ere difficulties in prt>sE-n·ation and distribution. Aquaculture could bt' 
usefully introduced in al 1 three states and especially in Cameroon and Congo. 
If this is rlesigned to target the domestic fish food market. then it 1o;ould 
concentrate mainlv on tilapia species which are among the cheapest and easiC'st 
fish to farm. 

Substantial impro\·ements to FIS infrastructure and sen·ices ma\· be 
necessan· to raise qual itv. widc-n distribution. reduce spoilage and loi..t.'r fish 
imports and much 10i 11 depend on particular g°"·ernment priorities in •'.'.H'h 
countrv. 

These are th<' ti..o bir,r,est fish importers in Africa (i..ith th.: t'XC•Tt illll 
of Cote d'h·oire i..hich imports more han Egypt. but mainlv for proc.:ssin[ . .:rnd 
re-export). They are also the ti..o most populot..-; counr:ries in Africa and h.-;\"t' 
probabl:-· the largest industrial base compared to all others except South 
Africa. Both Nigeria and Egypt ha\·e substantial fish resources of tlwir mm. 
marine and fresh. but they are not sufficient to meet the demands of th(' l.:irf.t.' 
popul<'ltion and so they must be supplemented with imports. 

Both countries ha\·e the resources to de\·elop aquaculture and to cn,i:;af,<' 
in fishing ventures in other African waters. should the\· so decid('. lloi.-n·t'l·. 
much of their imports come from Europe and Scandina\·i.;, and not from vt lwr 
At rican states. Some high \·alue fish are exported. Nigeria C'arns rs$ I 3 
million a year from export of shrimps chiefly. 

H. Gabon. Guinea. Cape Verde and Liberia 

Of all the clusters. this and cluster 10 are closest to the mC'an of 
the 48 countries in the study. Their resources. consumption. inputs a11d 
processing are average for thr continent. Only in resource utilisation th<'y 
are low. The FI~ has not been a priority sector for any of their go\·c·rnmt'nts 
and the local private sector industry is fairly small. 

Gabon has the lar3est marine potential. but thar- of the otllC'rs is not 
small and could reward careful im·estm<:nt. The domestic markets a1·e r,ood and 
there is potential for exports to neighbouring countries and to Europe or the 
USA. 

Cape Verde though small. has the best developed FIS infrnstructure 
with canninf plants and cold stores. With a little more effort and 
investment, it would be grouped with the countries in cluster ). All four 
countries could expand production substantially and could benefit C'conomica 11 v 
from the additional industry it would create. 

9a Kenya. Mada&<> scar. Tanzania an<.l U&anda 

Clusters 9a and 9b are very close as the clust£>r graph (J. l) shows. 
The main diff£>rence is in the resource which is much l;irgl.'r in 9;i count ri<'s. 
All the states arC' big fish consumers so th£> FIS though m;iinly artisan.ii plavs 
an important national role. 

In t£>rms of production. duster 9a is th<' larr,l'st in th•· !;t11clv. 
producing just mor£> than th<' othl'r hip, prod11ct'r r,ro11r. cl11stc·r L Th.·ir 
production intl'rt'stingly is mo!;tlv fr<'sh wat<'1· though ~bd<1f,<1~c.-.1· h.i!; l.1q-,1· 
ma1·irl<' 1·<'!•011rcl'S and T:111za11i;i and K.-·11v;1 al:;o havC' :;om\" ::1·,, fi!;h :;tock,:. Thi 
ma1·i11<· catch 1·011lcl b<· irwr1;i:;,·d in th<·!;1· thr1·1· co1111tri1!:. 



Improvem<?nts to the inland fisheries will depend l~:.·gely on better 
roads and improved presentation. Distr1.buti ::mot fish products is remar!<ably 
good in Kenya and Tanzania but could still be improved. 

While some small export industries may be developed lchiefly utilising 
shimps and tuna) the main focus of the FIS will be on t!:e domestic market. 
With a combined population of about 70 million. the group is the largest next 
to cluster 7 and to cluster 12 whose people are not strong fish consumers. 

9b Malawi. Zambia. Chad and Mali 

This cluster is close to 9a in every respect except that its resources 
are fully exploited and offer little possibility of expansion. They are also 
large fish consumers. so production limitations do create a problem. None of 
the four are wealthy. so they cannot afford to import. 

Aquaculture offers possibilities in Malawi and Zambia. but not in Chad 
or Mali where the main problem is drought which has reduced the level of lake 
Chad and the lakes and tributaries of the Niger. 

Much work could be done to reduce spoilage in all 4 countries and thus 
to effectively increase the fish protein delivered to consumers. Improvements 
to distri~ution could also help. both in more evenly spread consumption and 
in more balanced harvesting. There is a tendancy in the lakes and rivers for 
harvesting to be concentrated around the ends of access roads where merchants 
mav purchase fish. 

Fish cul n:re work in Zambia has shown potentials for stocking dams and 
reservoirs and this has gone on for many years. The successful introduction 
to lake Kariba of the deep ~ater sardine from lake Tanganyika, has created a 
small industrial fishery in the lake. But the main beneficiary has been 
Zimbabwe on the southern side of the lake. 

10. Benin. Togo. Zimbabwe and Libya 

These four states are mostly exploiting their small fishery resour~es 
to the full and are having to import fish to supplement local production. 
Small increases may be possible through fish culture in some cases but this 
will not change the situation much. 

As a result of the smal 1 resource base and the existence of other 
large industries such as mining and petroleum in Zimbabwe and Libya. the FIS 
does not have priority in development plans. This creates a more serious 
problem for Benin and Togo which being poor countries can scarcely afford to 
import fish food. 

Benin has the most flourishing fishery. both marine and brackish 
water. The brush park system used in lake Nokoue is an example of the best 
developed traditional system of fish ranc~ing. 

2.3.3 GROUP "C" 

lla ~omoros. Eguatorial Guinea. Sao Tome and Principe and Guinea Bisli.!! 

These arc small countries which have not paid much attention to their 
fish~ries to date. despite modest resources which could be developed. All of 
them could, given adequate invE'stment in plants and vessels, develop a 
profitable export trade in fish and fish products. Lack of institutional 
facilitiE's and infrastrunurC' has hindcrE'd development and fish consumption 
p<'r capita vari<'s greatly among thE' four. It will probably bC> nect'ssary to 
invit<' for,•ign pai-tidp.1!ion hdon• ;my signific.1nt fish inct11~try is 
"~;t .1hl i shed. 



l lb Central African Republic. Ni gee. Burkina Faso and Burundi 

As the cluster graphs show. l la and llb are verv similar. Tht> 
difference is due mainly to the inland fisheries nature of llb countries 
corap~reJ to the marine situation of Ila countries. As with lla. fish 
consumption varies a lot. Apart from the Central African Republic where fist 
consumption is fair. the other states are not good fish consumers. 

Production could be increased in Burundi and the Central African 
Republic with a little effort. and could be used for export to neighbouring 
countries. Burundi has accesc; to the north end of lake Tanganyika and the 
Central African Republic has a larr,<> network of streams and ri\'ers. llowc>ver. 
there appears to be little intt.'rest at present by go\·ernment or peopl•' i·1 tlw 
fisherv sector. 

12. Ethiopia. Djibouti. Rwanda. Som-,lia and Sudan 

The final cluster. which [.roups th.: main "lo"' priori tv for FIS" 
countries is the most whol l~· nef..-H i \'•' of all .1s shmm in the cluster graph. 

The population oi the fi\.·e countri£-s are not fish eaters except in certain 
coastal or riverine areas. Whether this is due to strong traditional bias or 
simply to the non-a\·ailability of fish. is not clt>ar. Certainh· it is 
reflected in the attitude of the go\·ernments •hich han.' paid little attention 
to fisheries. The exception is Somalia which could ha\·e also been placed in 
cluster 8. It has an enormous m.1rine fish resource. but it is one that 
requires large inves:tment in \'essels and processing facilities to exploit. 
Attempts to date ha\•e found .-.xtraction to be far from C'asy due to tlw 
remoteness of the area and the lack of harbours and infrastructure. 

It is unlikely that much attention will be paid to the r'IS by cluster 
12 countries. except perhaps Somalia. This is perhaps unfortunate in view 
of the great need for protein food among the population of the horn of Africa. 

SECTION 3 CONSTRAINTS Al'<D ENllANCEME~TS 

Before going on to determine what strater,ies mi~ht be appropriate to 
each group or cluster of countries. it is necessary to pause and to look at 
the potential for and the obstacles to FIS development as thev appear in 
Africa. These constraints and enhancements are gleaned from fish industrv 
reports and from the experience of FIS officers in the continent. 

Six major constraints and six major enhanc~ments are described and 
related to the countries in the study. While the constraints are formidable 
they are not insuperable but they need to be recognised before meaningful 
strategies may be formulated. 

3.1 MAJOR CONSTRAINTS ANO ENHA~CEHENTS 

In its pfforts towards industrialisation. the African continent faces 
a formidable range of constraints and obstacles. While it is wt'll Pndowed 
with national resources. thPre are t'~onomic. geographical. Nwi ronment al. 
human and political factors which make tht' n"alisation of thC'SC' .1ssC'ts a 
difficult task. Pt'rhaps in tlw fish industries sC'ctor. pror,r<'ss mav h< e.1~:i"r 

and mort' rapid. This is for sev1•1·al 1«·.1::ons. Fi!:h ar1• a J'<•so111·c1· th.11 i:: 
avail;ible initially without <Ill\' im'<·~:lmt·nt in ::t·t'dinr .. !1·r1 i I i::al inn or L111cl 

preparation as in tlw ca::1· of ;1r,ric11l 111r,·. Tht·\' do 11nt t;1kt· 111;111\' \'t .. 1r:: I•• 

reach m.1t11rity as do 101«·~:1 pl.1111;11 io11~:. 



Their exploitation does not require massive capital inputs as in m1n1ng 
(except perhaps if harbours have to be constructed). Fish are a cash crop for 
which there are huge and growing markets at home and abroad. Africa has a 
long tradition of harvesting. preservation. trading and consumption of fish. 
The technologies used by its two million artisanal fishermen and half million 
women fish curers. ha\·e been developed over many generations and can still 
produce and compete in the present modern world. 

Thus the fish industry s~ctor offers Africa one of its best 
possibilities for deve.~opment. Good returns on investment can be obtained in 
a relatively short te~m. The industry is mostly labour intensive which is 
good for the growing population. And it can provide either vital protein food 
or valuable foreign currency earnings, or. in some fortunate cases. both. 

3.1.l CONSTRAINTS 

There are three main constraints which are e\·ident throughout the 
continent and three others which affect mainly a fe~ countries. 

Continent-wide 

Localised 

Lack of infrastructure and services 
Lack of capital and/or foreign currency 
Lack of skilled manpower or technology 

Resource limitations 
Environmental problems 
Limited local demand 

All other or minor constraints are a feature of one or more of the above. The 
first three constraints can be dealt with by judicious provision of finance 
and training and by development of the sector and its facilities. The seco~d 
three constraints cannot be changed in themselves, but can be compensated for 
or overcome through imaginative strategies as discussed below. 

C.l Infrastructure and services 

Of the 48 countries in the study. only Morocco and Tunisia do not have 
this constraint and even they are continuing to improve and strengthen their 
fishery facilities. In all other countries much work remains to be done. 
even including those which have already a substantial FIS infrastructure 
(groups 1.2.3.4 and 7). 

Harbours and port facilities are the most expensive and fortunately 
these are mostly already in place though requiring further development. 
Coastal landing places for Africa's 50,000 to 100,000 marine can0es are a 
serious problem in areas of heavy surf. This need relates to the parallel 
requirementc; for planked canoes to replace the splendidly functional but 
timber expensive dug-out vessel. No planked canoe has been developed which 
can cope with the rigours of beach landing in a heavy surf. something the 
dug-outs do all the time. Landing places and access roads are a problem in 
inland fisheries, especially in lakes where the water level and shoreline 
change substantially because of drought (as in lake Chad) or because of the 
release of ~~ter through a dam (as in Volta and Kariba lakes). 

Processing factories and cold stores are needed by all fish exporting 
countries and cold stores by those which have to import frozen fish. Ice 
plants are required practically everywhere though maintenance is difficult in 
remote places. For the artisanal sector then' is a nePd to supplement 
woodfired smoking with solar drying and to construct storPs for drv fish which 
will bE' sealed from pest infestation and vet ventil<11ed to r1·event 
c ondc·nsa t i 011. 



Fishing fleets are a major requirement. especially for marine 
fisheries. Mention has already been made of the need to find a replacement 
to the dug-out canoe as few trees remain laq;e enough to construct them in 
that way. H~n·esting of coastal waters is adequatelv undertaken by the canoe 
fleets. Offshore and deep sea waters r"quire much larger craft which in turn 
need substant i.al support services. The lack of such \·essels means that 
foreign fleets ha\·e to be used to harvest offshore waters. Often this is done 
on the basis of license and royalty payments but generally the income is 
considered a very poor return to government in view of the jobs and industry 
and exports the resource could provide. Mauritania. AngtJla. Namibia. 
Mozambique. Sierra Leone and other marine states suffer from this problem. 

Repair and maintenance services for offshor,~ \·essels are an important 
constraint for any country wishing to expand its fleet. This sub-sector 
requires substantial in,·estment. The fac i 1 it ies should. of course. sern? al 1 
marine shipping needs - merchant. passenger. na\·al . coast guard and off shore 
oil as well as fisheries. 

Clean fresh water supplies are a critical input to all fish markets 
and processing plants. as well as ice plants. fish farms and hatcheries. The 
cost of cleaning. pumping and storing water can be high and thus alternative 
technologies such as solar pumps and SWS filters are extremely useful. 

Supplies of fud and spare parts nt:ed to bt: a\·ailable in fishing 
centres. This is a problem both of distribution of services and of 
availability of foreign currency (contraint below). 

C. 2 Capital and foreign currency 

Without substantial investment. little de\·elopm.:>nt of industry will 
take place. Availability of capital is. therefore. a major requirement and 
its lack a formidable constraint. This problem affects Africa more seriously 
than any other continent since its businessmen and banks are fledging compared 
with those in other parts of the world. e\·en excluding the industrial i~ed 
north. 

To compound matters. many African state>s do not have convertible 
currencies and this adds to the problem since the biggest part of investment 
costs is usually in foreign currency. 

The normal procedure is to look to the World Bank or the African 
Development Bank for funds. Private sources howe\"C'r can now offer very 
attractive terms provided the project is a foreign currency earn£'r and this 
possibility should be explored more often. For internal credits to industrial 
enterprises. most countries have some kind of development bank or similar 
institutions. but these have proved to be poor vehicles for investment finance 
throughout the developing ~orld. 

Where the national currency is not convertible and there is a shortage 
of foreign currency. fishermen are unable to import the engines, nets and 
spare parts they require. There is a strong casf· in some states for 
allocating part of the industrial fisheries foreign currency earnings towards 
the import requirements of the artisanal fishery. 

Mention should be made of the informal crcdi t systems in Africa, 
without which much of the small-scale fishery .•.ctivities would never take 
place. These include the "esusu" thrift clu~s. t1·aditional moneylenders and 
fish mammies. Real interest charges by money; cnd<>r:: arc extr£>mcl y high, also 
those charged by the fish mammies but their ctfcct is cushioned and obscur£>d 
by intricate arrangements on fish pri ccs and co::t s of i np11t s. Al so it should 
be recognized that the better merchan s .ind mammic's wi: I pay fo1· or subsidis<' 
soci.il .ictivities such as wcdd1nr,s. f11rwrals or rc·11r,iow; c<'lc·brations. 
Att!'mpts to "form,,) isc" the inforn,,J r1·"dit sc·ctor h:i\'t· not s11cct·• 'h'd. 



C.3 Skills and Technology 

Africa is rich in fishing skills and technolog\· in its traditional or 
artisanal sector. But when venturing into ot fshorC' ope rat ions and export 
p.:ocessing. a different array of skills is required. There are two main areas 
where lack of industrial skills and competence are most severe_ The first is 
the area cf middle level technical personnel. namely mechanics. technicians. 
tradesmen. engineers and operators. 

Resolution of this constraint can only come by massive investment in 
training. both by government and industry but it ,.-ill take many years of 
effort to produce skilled manpower in the numbers that are needed in most nf 
the countries with FIS potentials. 

The· other main area is that of m:tnagC'mC'nt. Some experts reckon that 
lack of managerial skills is Africa's sinr;lc· largest constraint. In the FIS 
sector this includes management of t ishc·rv enterprises or industrial services 
and also resource management and the operation of banking. shipping. 
maintenance and other commercial services. Fortunately. this need is easier 
to address in the short term by specialist training programmes than is the 
need for technical skills. 

No discussion of human resources in the FIS sector would be complete 
without mention of the temale worktorcC'. Women form the ba.:kbone of the 
traditional fish processing industry in Africa and they also play a vital role 
in the supply of informal credit. No programme of training for fish industry 
personnel should ignore the potential of the- women workforce or the particular 
skills and aptitudes they obviously possess. 

C.4 Resource Limitations 

A limited resource does not necessarily imply a small resource. It is 
the size of the resource relative to the demand that is in view. Thus Nigeria 
with an estimated total MSY of over 300,000 tons of fish is considered to have 
a limited resource because its huge population of over 112 million requires 
double that amount of fish protein. 
There is little that can be done to increase a natural resource, but much that 
can be done to conserve, protect and cnhilnCC' it through wise and effective 
management. There is also the possibility of south-south co-operation in 
harvesting joint ventures so that a surplus resource in one state may be 
harvested to provide increased supplies in another whose own resource is 
limited. 

T'.1ere are two other important mt·asurc·s that can be taken to compensate 
for a limited resource. One is to rc,duce spoilage which destroys around 20 
per cent of the domestic fish supply. In countries like Uganda or Tanzania. 
this could increase the amount of fish effectively supplied to the consumers 
by 40 to 75 thousand tons. Spoilage itself as a constraint is related to 
deficiencies in infrastructure, services and skills. 

The second approach to resource limitation is to introduce or expand 
aquaculture, the potential for which is enormous (China itself produces mo1e 
by fish farming than all of Africa produces by capture). At present Africa's 
aquaculture activities are few and small in scale. To tap the potential of 
fish farminp, will not, however, be easy. It will take enormous efforts in 
training, design, investment and srrvices to p,et near to the present levels 
attained by the Far East countric·s ;md S.E. Asia. Manap,ement attitudes need 
to be chanp,Pd ;is much <ls for ap,ric11l111rc· in Afric.a. Fish tarminp, rN111irrs 
lonp,-tPrm pL1nninp, ;incl much prc·pa1·,11orv ;111ci mai11l<·na11C<· work. 



C. ') E1wi ronmental Pro bl ems 

These affect chiefly the drour,ht prone rep.ions of the Sub-S.3.haran 
countries whc~e fish production is directlv rel.3.ted to the amount of rainfall 
in any particular year. Lake Chad is a prime example. It is present!\· much 
reduced in size and should its level rise again. then fish production would 
increase accordingly. Other areas of swamp. ri\·er 01· flood plain fisheries 
are also vulnerable to drought or low rainfall. 

There is little that can be done to ameliorate the situation in the 
short term. In the long term, massive inputs into soil and \\"ater 
coPservation. reforestation and i n·igat ion should t\·c·ntual 1 y affect local 
climates for the better. 

Another feature of tlw en\·ironmt•nt;il problem is tlH· :;1ck ot ti1·t'\\"ood 
due to o\·er-harvesting of diminishing tort.'sts. Most •.Jt ttw pi-··sc·rn·d t ish tor 
local markets in Africa are cured by smoking. To smokP one ton ot fish 
necessitates consuming one cubic metre of fuel wood. As about l.U million 
tons of fish are smoked each year in Africa. this acti\·itv consumc·s up to :; 
mill.:.on cubic metres of fuel wood. To produce a cubic mt·tre ot fin' wood from 
wild fcrest requires an 3.Verage area of te>n hectarc·s. The fish smokinf, 
industry is therefore extracting from wild forest resources over te>n mil 1 ion 
hectare~ in the continent. 

The fuel wood constraint ca~ be overcome. Firstly. bv the plantatio11 
of woodlots of fast growing trees. specially for this purpo!;l'. These- can be· 
managed by local communities or families and arl' commercially viabl£· and .3.l loi.: 
inter-planting with secondary crops. Secondh·. more USC' could be· m.-;de ot 
solar drying and salt. Solar dryers can also be used to kill pests and r.:·ducE
spoilage in cured fish. 

There is a second major constraint rc·lated to wood. Most African 
fishing canoes are dug-out of a single large log. S!nce> the> canoe mav be JU 
or 40 feet long, the original tree (usually Wawa varietv) must be immense in 
size. There are very few such trees reMaining now due to de>forestation. Some 
reckon that at present rates of utilisation for replare>mc·nt of old canoe>s 
only. there are only 8 or 9 years supply left_ A substitute canoe df'si~11 is 
needed to overcome this constraint. utilising planked construction. This v:ill 
not be easy. FAO and others have been working on t tw probl e>m tor O\'<· r JO 
vears and sti 11 have not an acceptal le al ternat i \'e> bo.-.t . 

C.6 Limited Demand 

In a few states in Africa the people traditionally do not f'at fish. 
These countries are located mainly in the horn of Africa (Ethiopia, Somalia. 
Rwanda) but also there are states like Namibia whosf· pe>opl£· consume> mainly 
meat protein. There is little internal demand for fish in those countrie>s and 
in consequence the domestic fish industry has not been developed. But sevf'ral 
of these states have massive fish resou.-ces which could be harvestc·d and 
exported. Namibia is an example of one country which has developed its FIS 
wholly for the export market (except for canned pilchard for South Africa when 
the two were united). Somalia is an example of a country which could develop 
such an industry. Even for those states with modest rC'sources, there could 
be considerable income from cross-border trade in cure>d fish. This applie>s 
well to the inland cc1untries like Rwanda and Burundi. Countries with this 
constraint ar<' mainly inc1uded in Group C. 

·~. I . / ENllANCEMENTS 

Ttw cont i nc·nt of Af ri c;i ii; w1·l I t·ndow.·d \..'it h n:it 11r.i I r1·::n11rc•·:: .incl it:; 
I ii:IH·ri<•!; an· IH> 1·xc·1·pt ion. goth f r1·!:h wat 1·r :111d m.1ri11• .ir•·:i': ;1r. procl111·1 i\·, 
in 1·dibl1· and <·xponabl1· !;pc·ci1•!: which c-;111 I>(' h:1r\'1·::t• d prof i1:1lilv. 



The workforce. though largely unskilled in formal training, is large and in 
many regions has goo<l traditional fisheries abilities and aptitudes. There 
are many deep water ports for merchant vessels to facilitate trade and a 
growing network of roads and COlillBunications. By far the majority of countries 
in 
Africa are fish-eating and there is a strong internal demand for fish protein. 
All this helps to form the basis of industrial growth in the sector. To 
summarise. the main enhancements are: 

major one~: 

minor ones: 

E. l ResourcP~ 

abundant renewable resources 
plentiful traditionally skilled labour 
strong domestic demand 
good export potential 

basic infrastructure and communications 
openess to foreign co-operation 

The two largest offshore fisheries are those off South-west Africa 
and West Africa. Namibia has huge stocks of pilchard and sardines and also 
hake and demersal fish on the sea bed. The West African States, from Nigeria 
to Morocco have plentiful schools of mackerels and sardines. Tuna abound in 
the deep offshore water and shrimps in the in!;hore grounds. Several areas 
have good stocks of reef fish like grouper and snapper. Other large marine 
fisheries exist off Mozambique, Somalia, Angola and Gabon. Even the small 
island states like Mauritius, Seychelles and Cape Verde have good fish stocks. 
mostly tuna. Most of the large marine resource countries appear in Group A. 

The inland waters of Africa are also very productive. From their 
lakes and rivers, countries like Tanzania and Uganda produce more fish than 
do well-developed countries with vast marine fisheries, like England and 
Australia. South of the Sahara, the bulk of Africa's fish is taken from fresh 
waters. The main lakes are Tanganyika, Victoria. Malawi. Vol ta. Kariba. 
Nasser. Chad and Turkana. The major rivers are the Nile, the Zambesi. the 
Congo. the Niger and also the Senegal, Gambia, Sanaga. Ogooue. Kwanza. Ruaha 
and She be le river systems. Then there are large swamp and flood plan 
fisheries which rise and fall each year and in addition there are numerous 
agricultural dams, ponds and reservoirs which produce fish. The production 
is almost entirely by capture. Aquaculture or the farming fish has not been 
practiced to any wide extent as yet, though its potential remains great. The 
big inland fish producers appear mostly in Group B. 

E.2 Labour 

Africa has about 2.5 million traditional fishermen of whom about half 
are full ti.me and the rest are seasonal or subsistence level fishermen. 

The countries with the strongest traditional fisheries populations are 
probably Ghana, Sem.gal. Morocco. but many others have flourishing artisanal 
sectors. Nigeria, Egypt, Tanzania, Uganda and even Chad and Malawi have long 
been harvesting and utilising their fish resources. The marine fishermen have 
good sea skills. Large dug-out canoes operating throur,h surf off exposed 
b~aches in West Africa, exhibit a calibre of seamanship to rival any other 
small boat fishery in the world. They also operate a variety of ring nets, 
pun;~ sC'incs, lines and traps that reflect a high degree of fishing 
t<rhnolop,v. 



Freshwater fishermen also have their skills. They use more static gear like 
gill nets and traps. but some have developed a form of "fish ranching" that 
is close to fish farming. This is the brush park fi:;heries of lake Nokoue and 
the shallow lagoons of the West African coastal plains. 

Women figure prominently in the fisheries labour force. Most of the 
traditional processing and retailing of fish is undertaken by womenfolk. 
There are probably around 750.000 of these. approximately half ~t whom are 
full time at the profession and half are seasonally employed or part-time 
housewives who supplement the family income in this way. Many of the 
professional fish smokers or "fumeuses" are substantial businesswomen. They 
have the resources to finance fishery operations which they do to good effect. 
especially in West Africa. Unfortunately. most U. N. and bilateral aid fishery 
development programmes to date have ignored the female labour force jnd its 
activities and have focused instead on aspects of fish capture and industrial 
processing where the menfolk are the main beneficiaries. 

E.3 Internal Fish Markets 

Strong domestic demand for fish exists in the majority of African 
countries. The only large population state in Africa with low fish 
consumption is Ethiopia. Low per capita consumption of fish (less than 3.5 
kgs per cap. per year) is a feature in perhaps 12 of the 51 African states. 
In most of the others it is high or significant. In countries where a high 
per capita consumption is coupled to a large population. there is a very 
strong internal demand for fish. Countries in this category are Nigeria. 
Egypt. Congo, Tanzania. Zaire. Ghana. Cameroon and Uganda. All these except 
Ghana are in Group B. 

Some of these countries are large importers of fish since the national 
production is not sufficient to meet the domestic market needs. However. the 
strong domestic demand is an incentive to raise production. reduce spoilage 
losses and widen distribution. all of which should add to fish industry 
development. · 

E.4 Export Potential 

Fish import requirements can also stimulate trade between African 
states in fish products. To date most fish export P.fforts have focused on 
trade with Europe. the Middle East and the USA where hard currencies can be 
obtained. Cross border trade in fish has therefore developed informally 
within the traditional sector and has involved mostly cured fish, either 
smoked, salted or sun-dried. 

Exports to the industrialised countrfr!" should be limited to high 
value species in value-added forms. with cheaper fish kept for local and 
regional use. The main high-value species are shrimps and tuna and the minor 
ones. reef fish and lobsters. Value-added processing can make a useful 
product out of low-value fish. Thus there is a good export trade in canned 
mackerel and pilchard from countries like Morocco and Namibia. Some tuna 
importers are resisting efforts by African states to establish canneries. In 
order to keep their own canneries in business, multi-national companies are 
pressuring African producers to supply them only whole frozen tuna, or tuna 
loins in cooked "ready to can" form. The major fish exporters all appear in 
Group A. 

Apart trom Namibia and Morocco, African states do not normally produce 
fish meal or animal feed from fish. The protein is too valuable for human 
consumption to be used in this way. Morocco's fish meal industry uses mainly 
fish off<1l and surplus or low quality fish unsuitahlf' for c<1nninr,. Namibia 
11tilisC's good fish for fi~;l1 mPal, hut is now sec>king to r<·ducc· thi~; activity 
in favour of hPttc·r arld(·d-v;ilw· procc·~;sinr, for human consumption. 



A small volume, but useful export production .~ould ~e developed in fish feed 
products for the fish farming industry using some high quality fish meals. 

E.5 Basic Infrastructure 

Harbours, ports and landing places have been constructed in the main 
fishing countries along with ~old stores, fish markets and processing plants. 
The countries in clusters 1,2,3,4,5 and 7 are all reasonably well equipped to 
handle fish landings and service fishing fleets although of course the~e i 
much room for improvement and in some cases, expansion. Those 16 countries 
all have substantial marine resources. Some states are favoured with natural 
deep water harbours, usually but not always. at river mouths. 

Internal road networks are not so well developed an·J for fisheries 
that creates problems, particularly the inland fisheries where there are many 
landing places of Jifficult accesses. But in contrast there are some good 
river and waterway networks that can be used for the transport of fish. 

E.6 Co-op,.:-ation with Foreign Companies 

Following a sometimes difficult period of adjustment in the 
post-colonial era, most African states are ready to work with foreign partners 
on terms that are mutually beneficial. In the FIS sector this involves 
chiefly deep sea capture operations, export marketing and processing for 
export. 

There are two main types of co-operation in the sea fisheries. One is 
fishing by foreign fleets under a license and royalty payment system. Under 
this arrangement the fish are taken directly to the foreign state with perhaps 
only a percentage or a by-catch landed in the host country. These licensed 
fishing arrangements are regarded as a less desirable form of extracting a 
rent from the fishery. 

The second main type of co-operation is a joint venture involving local 
processing as well as capture. This provides greater benefits in the form of 
employment and added value and usually involves an element of training and 
human resource development for the local partner. 

Joint ventures can also be extended to shipbuilding or repair and 
maintenance and to manufacture or assembly machinery and equipment for the 
industry sector. Foreign company involvement is the highest in Group A 
countries. 

There is a possibility of joint ventures in fish farming for the 
export market. Several African countries have the potential to cultivate 
shrimps as is done extensively in South-east Asia and in Ecuador. The fairly 
high level of technology involved necessitates the support of a foreign 
partner and such pilot schemes are already under way. 

3.2 GROUP AND CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

3.2.1 Group Enbancements 

"A" Group Countries 
Huge stocks of marketable 
marine fish: tuna, sardine 
pilchard, mackerel and modest 
resource of shrimp. Good basic 
FIS infrastructure and excellent 
traditional fishery skills. 
Stronp, export orientation. 

Morocco, Tunisia, Namibia, 
Mauritania, Senegal, Algeria, 
Ghana, Cote D'Ivoire, Angola, 
Mozambique, Sierra Leone, 
Seychelles, Mauritius, Gambia. 



·s· ~roup Countries 
Large and expanding domestic 
markets with strong demand for 
fish food. Local artisanal 
sector able to supply fish 
at modest cost. Except 
9~ and 10. all have extensive 
and productive inland or marine 
waters. 

c• Group Countries 
Conditions wo'.Jld permit future 
development or expansion of FIS 

if desired. Export markets 
exist close at hand in 
neighbouring African states and 
in the middle east. 

3.2.2 Group Constraints 

"A" Group Countries 

Zaire. Congo. Cameroon. Egypt. 
Nigeria. Gabon. Cape \'erde. 
Guinea. Liberia. Ke1wa. 
Madagascar. Ta.~zania. Uganda. 
Malawi. Chad. Zambia. Hali. 
Benin. Togo. Zimbabwe. Libva. 

Comoros. Equatorial l:uinea. s.-.o 
Tome & Princip~. Guint>.• Bissau. 
Central :\fric<in Republic. 
Niger.BurkinaFaso. 
Burundi. Somalia. Dj11bo11ti. 
Ethiopia. Ri.-anda. Sudan. 

Morocco. Tunisia. Namibia. 
National fleets not sufficient to 
harvest offshore resource (except cl.I) 
Many importers prefer only semi
processed fish thus limiting added 
value. Artisanal sector lacks 

Mauritania. Senegal. Algeria. 
Ghana. Cote D' l\·oi re. Angola. 
Mozambique. Sierra Leone. 
Seychelles. Mauritius. 
Gambia. 

access to modern technology and 
foreign currency inputs 
(especially cl.4) 

"B" Group Countries 
fish resources mostly inadequate to 
meet large domestic demand for fish 
protein food. Lack of internal 
transport facilities and poor fish 
preservation, limit distribution and 
result in much spoilage. 

"C" Group Countries 
Very low demand for fish food 
Extremely limited FIS infrastructur<'. 

Limited traditional involv<'~<'nf in 
f i shPry i ndusr ry. 

Zaire.C0n~o.Cameroon. Egypt. 
Nigeria. Gabon. Cape \"erde. 
Guinea. Liberia. Kenya. 

Madagascar. Tanzania. Uganda. 
Malawi. Chad. Zambia. Mali. 
Benin, Togo. Zimbabwe. Libya 

Comoros. Equatorial Guinea.Sao 
Tome & Principe,GuineaBissau. 

CC'ntral African R<'p1blic. 
Nigf'r. 

B111·k i na Fa so. Bu nm<l i . Soma I i., . 
Djibouti. Ethiopia. Rw.,nd,,, 

Su<l.111. 



Continent vide 

Generally stronq 
domestic deund 
for fisb food 

Productive waters 
both mine and 
fresh 

Large artisanal 
population vorkinq 
in FIS vbicb can 
pr~ fish food 
at low cost botb 
in ter1S of 
capital and 
operatinq costs 
and use of 
expensive iipOrts 
such as petroleum 
(except clust.?r 2) 

Potential to 
increase African 
fish exports with 

FIS El!IAmt#): AFIICA BY a.tJSTEI 

Cluster erg 

•A• 
Bilge stocks of tuna 
sardines, pilchards, 
macterels and mdest 
resources of sbrilpS 

Good basic FIS 
infrastructure and 
qood export orientation 

"B· 
Very larqe dolestic 
larkets with stronq 
de9and for fish food 

Loc:i! artisanal sector 
is able to supply tbis 
at IOdest cost 

llost of these eowttries 
have substantial inland 
waters, very productive 
of fish 

Indivicml Clusters 

iell developed capture and processinq 
sectors vitb qood service iimstries 

Bilge resources of exportable fisb and 
smstantial processinq industry already 
established 

Good resources and a bealtby lix of 
iimstrial and artisanal sectors seninq 
export and domestic lilltets 

Good offshore resources and stronq 
artisanal fisheries. Good export 
potential 

f.ood lliliine resources of exportable 
fisb and prospects of stronq 
J.V. co-operation 

Large dolestic lilrket for fish 
could be expanded 

Bilge dolestic lilrket. Good basic 
infrastructure and service 
industries 

Karine and inland waters off er 
potential for development of 
FIS industry 

Large dolestic larkets and 
producti•e inland waters, plus 
some export sbri1p potentials 
frot coastal areas. 

Good inland fisheries, stilled 
artisanal fishenen, stronq 
local de.and for fish 

Good freshwater fisheries and 
local de.and. SOiie prospects 
tor aquacu1 ture 

llorocco 
Tunisia 

llaa.ibia 
llauritania 

Seneqal, 
Alqeria 
Cote d'Ivoire 
Gbana 

Anqola, 
llozubique 
Sierra Leone 

Seychelles 
llauritius 
Galbia 

Zaire, Conqo 
Cneroon 

F.qypt 
liqeria 

Gabon, Qiinea 
cape Verde 
Liberia 

Kenya 
lladagascar 
Tanzania 
Uganda 

llalavi, 
Zalilia 
(])ad, llali 

Benin, Toqo 
Zilbabwe, 
Libya 



aore added value 
fro. current annual 
total of US$1.5 
billion to over 
US$3.0 billion. 
These eiports could 
involve at least 
50\ of tbe 
countries 

.C" 
Conditicm would 
penit future 
developEDt 
of FIS 
sector if required 
(tbou;I current low 
deEnd for fish or 
low priority of FIS 
sector inhibits 
developEDt 

Fair amunts of eiportable fish 
in llilI'ine waters 

Inland waters have fair potentials 
to expand fish production 

Potential exists to qreatly 
expand production if markets 
can be accessed 

<:omros, 
Eq. Guinea Sao TOE 
Burkina Faso 

CAF, Burundi 
liger 
Burkina Faso 

Somaiia, Djibouti 
Ethiopia, Rwanda 
Sudan 



FIS alllSTl!IlfS: illICA BY (lliSfEI 

OirTmllT WIDE <lllSTEI ClOOPS IIDMll!AI. <lllSTEIS 

•A• 
Lack of trained lational fleets nlt sufficient lo 1a jor constraints llorocco 
and experienced to harvest offsbore resources Tmhsia 
llilDilCJl!Ellt for (eicept clus~ 1) 
FIS 

llany i111<>rters prefer only lational fleets and processing lalibia 
semi-processed products' tills plants require expansion and lauritania 
liaitinq added value upqradinq 

Sbortaqe of Artisanal sector lads access Additional investEnt and Senegal, Algeria -
skilled technical to tecbnoloqy and finance improveEDt required Cote d'Ivoire,Gbana 
personnel 

Inadequate Both offsbore and misanal Angola, llozaabique 
infrastructure fisheries require invesbent, Sierra Leone 
and service tecbnoloqy and training 
industries 

Local industry unable to harvest Se) :belles, 
or process offsbore resources. lauritius 
Foreign involvement required Gamia 

•s• 
llany artisanal Fisb resources aostly Further expansion of production iaire, Congo 
fisheries lack inadequate to 1eet will require greater aforts in Caeroon 
bard currency dolestic need for preservation, distribution and 
to purchase fish protein fisb culture 
synthetic nets 
and enqines 

Little possibility of production F.gypt, liqeria 
increases. Distribution in-
frastructure and network could 
be aade aore efficien' 

African FIS Lack of internal Karine fleets, ports and Gabon, Qiinea 
busiDeSSlell transport processing facilities inadequate cape Verde, Liberia 
and qoverruients facilities and poor to fully harvest 1arine resources 
lack investlent fisb preservation 
capital for large liait distribution Further expansion to aeet growing Kenya, !adagascar 
scale enterprises and result in IUCb deland requires better preservation Tanzania, Oqar.da 

spoilage and increased aquaculture 

Foreign fleets Where potential Wood fuel for f isb SIOlting becoming Jlalavi, Zubia 
harvest IUCb of exists for 1arine scarce. Cliaate and water supply Cllad, Kali 
the f isb in capture or aqua- a aajor constraint in Olad and Kali 
offsbore aarine culture industries, 
waters capital and expertise Fishery resources inadequate and Benin, Toqo 

are lackinq liaited possibilities of expansion Zilbabve, Libya 



·c-
Local interest in and 
deland for fish protein 
is very low as a result 
of otlture or tradition 
and therefore tbe FIS 
sector bas low priority 

Potential eiists but lack of 
capital, expertise, llallpOWer, 

infrastructure are all constraints 

Local deland for fish is low. 
lleYelopEDt would require 
traininq and education 

lo traditional interest in tbe 
FIS sector. Ver1 lo~ consumption 
of fish products 

Comros, Eq.Guinea 
Sao TOE, Guinea 
Bissau 

C!f t Burundi 
liqer, 
Burkina Faso 

SOllalia, Djibouti 
Ethiopia I Rwanda 
5udan 



----------------------------------------------------

SECTION 4 FIS SUGGESTED STAIEGIES AND ACTIONS 

4.1 CONTINENT-WIDE STRATEGIES AND ACJIONS 

4.1.l STRATEGIES 

As a continent Africa could produce over 2 million tons more fish than 
it does if it fully harvested its marine resourr.r:3 and enhanced inland water 
production with aquaculture. To achieve this enormous potential increase 
would require four main types of action on a broad front: 

i. development of national fleet capability to replace harvesting 
of offshore waters by foreign fleets which currently take 1.5 
million tons out of African waters. 

ii. strengthening and upgrading of artisanal fleets and their 
support facilities. These fleets of traditional canoes produce 
over 60 per cent of Africa's fish. 

iii. development of fish culture syst:ems to enhance inland water 
production. 

iv. establishment and improvement of processing plants and raising 
of the quality and added value of fishery products. 

In order to achieve the aboive, considerable investment and development work 
will be necessary not only in purely fisheries activities but also in upstream 
and downstream industry. 
Fleet development (strategy i) will require substantial upgrading of support 
facilities, harbours, shipways. marine workshops, and general services for 
fuel water. ice, gear, stores and spareports. 

To reduce the foreign currency costs of FIS inputs and increase the 
retention benefits of investments in fish industry enterprises. it would be 
wise to promote local assembly or fabrication of equipment and components for 
the industry. There are a number of FIS manufacturers in Europe and 
Scandinavia who are prepared to assist the establishment of licensed assembly 
plants in Africa. These could be a valuable addition to the service and 
support industries for both extraction and processing sectors. 

Artisanal fleet strengthening (ii) is an important strategy for African 
fisheries. A recent World Bank mission to a country close to Africa calculated 
that over the past 25 years some $390 mill ion was spent 0~1 its deep sea 
fishing industry and very little on its traditional sma!i scale sector. 
Despite that enormous input, the large scale sector showed only a marginal 
increase in production over the small scale. Also if one looks at the 
successful European and Scandinavian fish industries one will find that the 
present modern fleets are mostly developed from the traditional small scale 
fleets of the early part of the centurv. So the African small scale sector 
should be assisted to grow and improve technoiogically. 

The development of fish culture (iii) is a long term task to which there 
are no easy short cuts. 
One reason is that fish farming in Africa faces the same basic problems as 
other forms of agriculture in the continent, -a trartitional .short term 
attitude of survival by rural peasents and some formidable environmental 
problems. 

StratPgv iv will involve many actinns and inw·stmPnts. hath for the 
modern and tn1dition:1l fish industry sectors. depending opn the· situation 



faced in the r.;>specti\·e countries. 
Lack of adequate storage and distribution facilities and poor quality 

tradi~ional processing results in high rates of spoilage of fish food. 
especially in rural areas. Up to 20 pt>r cent of dom.:>st ic fish supplies m.:iy 
be lost in this wav. There are four areas which de\"t>lopment strategi.:>s could 
focus on to redress the situation. These art> fish drying or curing s~·stems. 
storage facilities. transport networks and fut>l or energy inputs. 

African fish export earnings could benefit from additional added \"alue 
processing and this possibility should be pursued \"igorously. Two examples 
are pertinent. Export of whole frozen tuna could be superceded by export of 
cooked frozen tuna loins. or of canned tuna. Some of the fish current!\· 
reduced to fish meal in Namibia could b.: processed for human consumption. 

Reduction in the volume and cost of tish imports lo."ill be difficult to 
achie\·e o•in~ to rising int.:>rnal demand in :\frica and to the risin[. cost of 
fish generally. It would holo."ever be helptul to explore the possibilities of 
fish trade lo."ithin the African continent to reduce the hard currencv cost of 
fish imports. There is scope for joint-ventures with other African companies 
to achien' this. 

,, . 1 . 2 ACT I o~s sun;t::STED 

Practical act ions which could be initiated to support the abO\"t> 
strateg,i.:s ar.:: 

i. To de\·elop national fleets and t"ncourage JOlnt-\"entures l>hich 
could necessitate local r.:gistration of \"essels and insist on 
local lending or transhipm.:>nt of catches. even if destined for 
abroad. Upgrade local shipyards for repair and maintenance work 
and improve supply sen·ic ... •s and facilities for fuel. sto\·es. 
ice. lubricants and spare parts. Encourage local assembly of 
\.·essels from "kits" supplied by o\·erseas yards. 

ii. To strengthen and impro\.·e artisanal fleets. assist developm.:nt 
of replacement craft to the dug-out canoe. Encourage 
mechanisation where this is profitable and establish workshops 
tor repair and maintenance. Help larger-boat fishermen to use 
ice. go further afield and to participate where possible in 
offshore fisheries. e.g. for tuna. Pro\'ide sheltered landing 
places for canoes in areas of surf. and access roads and jetties 
tor those in isolated parts of lakes and ri\.·ers. 

iii. Provide training and demonstration centres for fish farming. and 
hatcheries to produce seed! ings. Encourage establishment of 
network of input supplies including fertiliser. feeds, filters, 
tools and hardware. 

iv. Invest in efficient added-value processing plants targetting 
lucrative export markets but also providing canned fish at 
reasonable cost for the local or regional market. 

Promote the use 
dri£>rs. Provide 
i.indinp, plac£>s. 

of fuel -efficient smoking ovens and solar 
hvgienic bas£>s for fish smokers close to 

\'i. Dt•\'t•lop s11it.1hlf' clf'sir,ns and c·nco111-.1r,t· construct ion of ctrv I ish 
storaf,t' ~;heels. !Iv sc1·c1·1wcl to f'limin.•tt• pC'str. and •t·ll· 
"' 111 i I at 1·d to p1't·\·1·nr co11clt·11::.11 i 011. 



vii. Improve road access to and from fish landing and processing 
places. Encourage this if necessary by •food for work• 
progra11111es to enable local communities to construct and •~intain 
roads. fords and bridges. 

viii. Encourage and facilitate planting and management of wood-lots of 
fast-growing trees for fuel-wood for fish smoking. Provide 
technical training and demonstrations of solar drying units for 
fish. 

ix. 'Jse incentives for local businesses and foreign partners to 
~ncourage more added-value processing in-country. Discourage 
export of un-processed or semi-processed fish. Ensure supplies 
of energy. water. materials and spare parts for processing 
plants. 

x. Encourage and facilitate south-south co-operation within Africa 
in the area of fish trade. Develop un-tapped fish resources for 
regional use in areas where local demand is low. 

xi. Form partnerships with foreign manufacturers to assemble or 
produce compon£nts for the extraction and processing sectors of 
the f1sh industry. 

4.2 GROUP AND CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

Group Strategies 

•A•Group countries 
Maintain ?'IS growth. 
Improve added value. 
Develop upstream and 
downstream industries, 
manufacturing. construction 
and servicing. Replace 

Morocco. Tunisia, Namibia. 
Mauritania. Senegal, Algeria, 
Ghana, Cote D'Ivoire, Angola. 
Mozambique. Sierra Leone, 
Seychelles. Mauritius, Gambia. 

foreign fleets with local vessels 
within national marine EEZ. 

•B• Group Countries 
Miximise production within 
safe H.S.Y. limits and 
introduce aquaculture. Reduce 
fuel-costs of preservation 
and e.g. plant woo1-lots for 
fuel for fish smoking in areas 
of deforestation. 

Zaire, Congo. Cameroon, Egypt, 
Nigeria, Gabon, Cape Verde, 
Guinea, Liberia, Kenya, 
Madagascar, Tanzania, Uganda, 
Malawi, Chad, Zambia, Hali, Benin, 
Togo, Zimbabwe, Libya. 

"C" Group Countries Comoros, Equatorial Guinea, Sao Tome 
Consider developing FIS and Principe, Guinea Bissau, Central 
for export and tourist industries African Republic, Niger,BurkinaFaso, 
since fish food is not a Burundi, Somalia, Djubouti, 
priority need locaily. Ethiopia, Rwanda, Sudan. 



4.2.l Analysis of Group "A" 

The 14 countries in group A all han:- flourishing fish industry sectors 
and have already invested in a considerable FIS infrastructure. Their 
resources are substantial and in most cases sufficient to meet the needs of 
the domestic market and have a surplus for export. All of the states have a 
significant inland fisheries. All but two of them have had long traditional 
involvement in fisheries and have a large cadre of skilled artisanal fishermen 
and fish curers. 

There are perhaps 5 main policies that might be important ior the 
future health of their fish industries. 

i. Maintain growth. Some expansion and impron.0 ment of the industn· 
is possible in all of the countries. The main areas tor this 
growth are increased production and impro\·ed processing for 
export. The strategy to follow would focus on management ot the 
fishery and support for the industrial acth·ities. 

ii. Improve added-value. Group A countries currently export over 
$1. 5 billion worth of fish products. Processing includt.'<l 
canning in Morocco. Namibia. Tunisia and Cote D' l\·oire. fish 
meal production in Namibia. and some tuna loin processing in 
Ghana. Export processing in most of the other states is 1 imi tnl 
to freezing of whole tuna. shrimp. lobstc·r and red fish. Then·· 
is scope for improvements in the qualit\· a,,J \•olum.: ot canned 
fish. of frozen cooked tuna loins. and of shrimp and lobstn· 
products. 

iii. Offshore harvesting. Under international law. all of tht? statt?~ 
lay claim to an exclusive economic zone or EEZ extending up to 
200 miles offshore. The deeper offshore watt?rs contain stocks 
of tuna fish and on the sea bed at the edge of the shelf. stocks 
of hake and other demersal t ish. Sardines and mackt?rel s an· 
found both inshore and offshore abo\·e the continental shelf. At 
present foreign fleets harvest much of tht.' off shore resotli"C(· 
around Africa. The long tc·rm intent ion ot all African states 
affected is to replace the foreign fleets with nationdl vessels. 

iv. Support industry. There is an enormous amount of. work to lw 
done to develop the FIS support industries. These include 
shipyards, workshops, cold stores, net factories. transport and 
packaging industries. A major efforts needs to be made also in 
local assembly. manufacture or fabrication of fish industrv 
components or equipment. 

v. Artisanal FIS. The artisanal sectors in most African fisheries 
are a large and important part of the production system. They 
are big employers of labour and supply most ot the domestic 
market needs. Their contribution to the industry should be 
strengthened by appropriate improvements in technology. both in 
extraction and procE!ssing. This in turn will support' small 
scale industries such as boatyards. marine motor workshops. ice 
plants and transport ~ervic0s. 

GROUP "A" CLUSTER SPECIFIC ACTION~; 

Cl11st<·r I: Morocco, Tuni!d:t · 



Maintain profitability and growth of industry by focusing on resource 
management. quality control and support industry. For Morocco. develop and 
strengthen shipyards and marine workshops. For Tunisia, improve fresh and 
frozen fish handling systems to provide quality high value products for 
tourism and export. 

Cluster 2: Namibia, Mauritania -

Strengthen and expand national fleet for harvesting offshore waters. 
Move steadily from low value whole frozen products to higher value-added 
processing. Continue to build up infrastructure in ports for vessel servicing 
and for fish handling. 

Cluster 3: Senegal. Algeria. Ghana, Cote D'Ivoire -

Institute management measures to protect coastal fish stocks and 
reduce industrial/artisanal friction. Encourage industrial fleet to focus 
mainly on tuna. Strengthen .1nd upgrade the processing sector and develop both 
upstream and downstream industry. Encourage artisanal sector to engage in 
offshore fishery in cooperation with industrial fleets. Improve artisanal 
preservation and storage methods. 

Cluster 4: Angola. Mozambique, Sierra Leone -

Seek and encourage investment in both on-shore and off-shore industry. 
Move away from license agreements with foreign fleets towards more joint
venture operations with significant degree of in-country processing. Provide 
inputs and market outlets for artisanal fisheries. 

Cluster 5: Seychelles, Mauritius, Gambia -

Continue to cultivate FIS joint ventures with foreign companies but 
increase retention benefits of these act1v1ties and build up shore 
infrastructure to facilitate this. Protect inshore fishermen from deep sea 
fleets and monitor extraction activities carefully. Provide training for 
nationals at all levels for the fishery sector. 

4.2.2 Analysis of Group "B" 

The 21 countries in group B have a strong internal demand for fish 
food but have difficulty meeting this need from the resource available. Their 
fisheries are chiefly freshwater and most of the harvesting and preservation 
is undertaken by the artisanal sector. 

While the resource limitation i3 :: serious impediment, there are 
policies which if adopted could alleviate the situation and maximise benefits 
from the fishery sector. 

i. Maximise production. This has to be done within the limits of 
established sustainable yields. Harvesting of lakes, rivers and 
swamps tends to be undertaken close to fish landing places. To 
obtain more balanced harvesting it may be necessary to increase 
the number of access roads or to develop some form of water 
borne fish transport. 
Some of the countries in group B which have access to marine 
waters are not harvesting them very well. This would include 
Cape Verde, Gabon, Guinea, Kenya, Liberia, Libya and Zaire. 
There is considerable scope for increasing production in those 
!; t;1 t (• s. 



ii. Promote aquaculture. The farming of fish has great 
possibilities in the fresh water areas of most of the countries 
of group B. Since food fish is the main requirP'llent. lo• 
technology or non-intensive systems would be appropriate. These 
would use chiefly algae grazing species like Ii!.apia ,.-hich are 
easy to farm and have a wide toltrance of wat~r conditions. The 
basic research and devel~~ment work f ~r this has been undertaken 
in most of the regions o Africa. 

iii. Reduce spoilage. Of the total fish production of B group 
countries. over 300.000 tons are lost annually due to spoilage. 
This is ab0ut 20 per cent of the total. The loss represents a 
retail value of about $200 mill ion equivalent. and a protein 
food volume sufficient to supply over ten million consumers. 

iv. Improve distribution. Part of the production and spoilage 
problems can be ~raced to difficulties in distribution. This 
applies to remote parts of countries where access to and from 
fishing centres due to poor roads and lack oi bridges. Some 
areas can be i1accessible during the rainy season •hich is 
unfortunate when it coincides with the be:..;t fishing season. 
I~provements to roads in such areas will help distribution of 
fish products and reduce spoilage caused by transport delays. 

v Reduce spoilage. Better quality preservation of fish and 
improved storage systems will also reduce spoilage. 
Preservation is chiefly by smoking. but sun-drying and "Wet
sal ting are also practiced. 
Introduction of more efficient ovens. solar dryers and more 
hygienic practices would all help. Storage of cured fish 
requires attention. Properly designed and constructed storage 
sheds could reduce much of the spoilage caused by infestdtion and 
fungi. 

vi. Export high-value species. At least half of the group B 
countries have the possibility to develop a modest but lucrative 
export trade in high value fish species. These are mainly 
marine crustaceans. shrimp, and some lobster, but reef fish and 
certain large pelagics cotild also be marketed in this way. 
Madagascar, Nigeria, Gabon and Kenya al ready do this 
successfully, earning over $70 million between them in this way. 
Such exports can help to defray the foreign currency costs of 
food fish imports. 

vii. Seek low-cost imports. Fish imports to group B countries total 
over 600,000 tons. This substantial amount of protein food 
import costs the group about $300 million in foreign currency. 
Efforts should be made to locate sources of lower-cost acceptable 
fish for import. Some African countrie.: c::11ch as Namibia. 
Mauritania, Somalia have huge stocks of suitaole fish and some 
of the import requirement might •~ obtained from them through 
some kind of joint-venture or trade cooperation. 

GROUP "B" CLUSTER SPECIFIC ACTIONS 

Cluster 6: Zaire, Congo. C;imeroon -

Expand marirfr fish <'Xtr<1c1io11 in Z;tin· ;ind Conr,o illld i11v1·~;1 111 011-



shore facilities for handling. marketing and processing. Improve presentation 
and distribution inland in all countries and promote gre~ter use of 
aquaculture. Put greater emphasis ~n fishery management, both inland and 
marine to achieve balanced sustainable harvesting. 

Cluster 7: Egypt, Nigeria -

Maximise efficiency of both industrial and artisanal sectors. Put 
considerable effort into improving distribution, preservation and retailing 
facilities and systems. Seek additional fish supplies from other African 
states with surplus resources. Possibly engage in joint ventures, sending 
vessels to operate in the EEZ's of other African states, and helping to 
establish processing facilities. 

Cluster 8: Gabon, Guinea, Cape Verde, Liberia -

Develop marine potential after careful assessment of resources, 
extractability, foreign/local markets and processing needs. Engage in joint 
ventures where appropriate but insist on incorporation of training programmes 
for local operators. Invest in local support infrastructure. 

Cluster 9a: Kenya, Madagascar, Tanzania, Uganda -

Support and strengthen management and conservation of fishery waters, both 
fresh and marine. Improve fish handling and distribution systems. Introduce 
solar dryers, improved storage uni ts. Increase number of ice plants and 
improve clean water supplies. Develop selected export products, mainly shrimp 
and tuna from marine waters. Promote aquaculture and encourage fish farmers. 

Cluster 9b: Maiawi, Zambia, Chad, Mali -

Strengthen fisheries management to promote balanced harvesting of 
inland fishery waters. Encourage the growth of fish farming and fish ranching 
(brush parks). Improve the preservation of fish thLough appropriate 
technologies. Reduce the use of scarce wood fuel for fish smoking. Establish 
woodlots for fuel for the FIS. 

Cluste 10: Benin, Togo, Zimbabwe, Libya -

Encourage the growth of environmentally beneficial fish ranching and 
fish farming systems, particularly brush parks. 

Promote stocking of dams and reservoirs. Develop both low cost (tilapia) and 
high value (prawns) fish culture and integrated aquaculture/agriculture 
forestry. Assist small processors and merchants to improve facilities. 

4.2.3 Analysis of Group "C" 

The 13 countries in group C are not traditionally large consumers of 
fish or fish products. Internal demand for fish is low and this probably 
accounts for the low level of investment in the fishery sector. Somalia has 
made some efforts in this direction but has faced formidable problems in 
extraction, handling and processing. 

About halt of the group have access to marine waters and half have access to 
inland lakes and rivers. Resource is not a problem in group C

1

, but demand is. 
This is the reverse of the group B situation. Possible ,strategies must 
th~rcforc look to external markets to support any significa~t development. 



4.2.t SUl!lll.RY TABLE 

STRATEGY ros5IBILITIF.S FOR AFJ'JCA FIS CLUSTER GROUPS 

Continent wide 

Strenqthen 
and iuprove 
artisanal FIS 
in both 
production and 
preservation 

~in for eventual 
"Africanisation" 
of offshore 
fisharies by 
davelopinq 
national fleets 

Endeavour to 
raise quality 
and to reduce 
spoilaqe 

In export trade 
seek to expand 
added value 
processinq 

Cluster GroUl>S 
"A" 

!lain Growth 

Inprove added value 

~velop upstrean 
and dowstrean 
industries 

Replace foreign fleets 
with local vessels 

"B~ 

Kaxinise production 
within safe llSY 
linits and 
introduce aquai:ulture 

Seek additfonal 
low cost supplies 
fron neiqhbourinq 
African states 

Reduce spoilaqe 
and improve 
distribution 

Plant ~ood-lots for 
fuel for fish smokinq 
in areas of diminishinq 
forests 

Individual Clusters 

Focus on resource .anaqe1ent and 
increased quality or added value 

Strenqthen national fleet to 
replace foreign vessels in off
shore waters. Proqress towards 
nore biqh quality, added value 
products 

Strengthen processinq sect:>r and 
both upstreaa and downstream industry 
Encouraqe artisanal/co111ercial 
':O-Operation. Improve traditional 
preservation 11ethods 

Seek investlent in both on-sbcre 
and offshore FIS activities. 
Provide inputs and .arket outlets 
for rural artisanal sector 

Continue to develop export 
industry with J. V. partners but 
st12ngthen local share in 
added value processinq 

Strengthen fisheries Enaqe11e11t. 
Improve inland production and 
distribution. Expand aquaculture 

Improve distribution and preservation 
retailinq facilities. Seek additional 
supplies f r0t other African states 
on South-South co-operation basis 

Invest h selected production/ 
.arketinq systeas after careful 
analysis potential and prospects. 
Train local operators 

SUpport 1anaqe11ent and conservation 
of fishery waters. I1prove bandlinq 
and distribution. Develop selected 
export products. Use aquaculture 

Encouraqe spread of fish faninq 
and improved preservation fish 
proiJucts. Re<:luce '.!$~ o~ scarce 
ti1ber for fuel for fish ~:noi:irq. 
Piant woodlots 

llorocco 
Tunisia 

llaaibia 
llauritania 

Seneqal, Alqeria 
Cote d'Ivoire 
Ghana 

Anqola, 
lfozallbique 
Sierra Leone 

Seychelles 
Mauritius 
Gambia 

Zaire, Conqo 
caaeroon 

Egypt 
liqeria 

Gabon, Guinea 
cape Verde 
Liberia 

Kenya 
lladaqascar 
Tanzania 
Uqanda 

Kal~:::i 
I;JDl>ia 
Chad, Kali 



Develop local 
1a11ufacture or 
asselbly of 
inputs 
for FIS 
fleets and 
factories 

•c• 
Consider developinq 
FIS sector for 
export trade 
and.tor 
possibly touriS11 
industry 

Protect and support bnSI park 
fisheries as inter.ediate fo111 
of fish farainq. Develop both 
low cost and biqb value added 
culture and inteqrated fish farainq 

Investiqate export fish mtets and 
detenine feasibility of barvestinq 
aarine waters for this, with or 
liithout J.Vs. 

Prollilte fish food as lo;: cost protein 
and raise quality ;availability of fish 
prodlA.--ts 

consider alternative uses of fish 
resources (export, reduction, tourism I 
and detenine IOSt profitable and 
sustainable 11ethods of utilisation 

Benin, Toqo 
Zilbabwe 
Libya 

CO.Oros, Eq. Guinea 
Sao TOie 
Guinea Bissau 

CH I Burundi 
liqer, Burkina Faso 

Sollalia, Djibouti 
Ethiopia, Rwanda 
SUdan 



i. Investigate marke~s _ There are three major markets around which 
a viable fish industry mi6ht be developed. These should be 
investigated to determine their potential and requirements. The 
first which requires less hea\.·y investment in infrastructure is 
the tourist or leisure industry. The Red Sea. Gulf of Aden and 
lakes Tanganyika and Kivu. all within reach of one or more of 
group C states. could be utilised in this way for sports 
fisheries. or diving. The second market is that for artisanally 
cured fish for neighbouring African countries. The third is the 
European and Middle East market for high quality table fish. 
shrimp and lobster. A decision to develop the fishery resource 
could be made following assessment of the foreign currency and 
emplo~-ment benefits to be gdined from accessing either of the 
three markets. 

ii_ Develop local markets. Fish protein. if available in an 
acceptable form. might be an important element in nutrition in 
the horn of Africa which has been beset by famine. 
Investigations to determine the types and forms of fish products 
which would meet positive consumer response. would be most 
valuable. A domestically oriented FL might well then be 
developed to meet that potential demand. 

GRCUP "C" CLUSTER SPECIFIC ACTIONS 

Cluster lla: Comoros, Equatorial Guinea. Sao Tome and Principe, 
Guinea Bissau -

Investigate and cultivate export markets for high value species. 
Engage in joint-ventures where appropriate to obtain investment in vessels and 
processing plants. Consider also cooperation with other African states who 
are interested in fishing within the national waters. 

Cluster llb: Central African Republi~. Burundi. Niger. Burkina Faso -

Encourage domestic consumption of fish and promote local production. 
Improve handling and distribution system:::. Where surpluses are possible, 
consider expanding cross-border trade in dried fish products. Help local 
fishermen obtain inputs necessary for harvc>st;~g. 
Cluster 12: Somalia. Djibouti. Ethiopia, Rwand3, Sudan -

Consider alternative uses of fish resources (export, reduction, 
tourism) and determine most profitable methods of utilisation. For Scmali3, 
develop offshore fishery for export purposes, in cooperation with roreign 
partners. Encourage fish consumption locally among traditional fi~o eating 
parts of population, and facilitate supplies of fish in acceptabl~ forms. 

I· . 3 SUMMARY OF REOU I RED TECt:N I CAL ASS I STANCE ACTIVITIES 
AND INVESTMENT 

The continent and group-specitic sections are summarised here to 
clarify the role that UNIDO and other ap,encies might play in support of 
integrated development of the fish industry sector. 
While the sup,p,ested actions arc· liste>d individ11allv it is important to 
remember that they should in each casr be part of a wrll though out integrated 
plan for th£> sc•ctor. l!Nll>O has assistrrl in thP formation of such programmes 
and om· £>Xampl<· of this (for c:h.1n,1) i!; s11mmaris("(I in :\pp<·nclix 



Investments. Africa• s FIS investment needs are substantial and 
include basic infrastructure. extraction fleets. processing facilities. 
support industry and aquaculture. Fishing port developments are continuing 
in many states in Africa: particularly on the western coast. Offshore 
fisheries require these and it is important for fishing fleets to have 
separate berthing and discharging facilities from merchant ships otherwise 
considerable unnecessary restrictions :snd costs are encountered. For the 
small scale sector some investment in breakwaters. floating or fixed. is 
needed in places of open surf. Provision of hygienic covered marketed with 
good access roads and clean water supplies are also vital. Some intermediate 
and I ow cost technologies can be applied to reduce the cost of these 
facilities. 

Offshore fishing fleets are needed to han·est the 1. ') mill ion tons 
currently extracted by foreign (non-African) \·essels. It will take many years 
to de\·elop these and it is important that they are acquired with care to a\·oid 
unnecessary expense or inappropriate types. Go\·ernments should seek for 
maximum retention benefits in vessel purchases and s!lould strengthen local 
ability to repair and maintain ships and to assemble or fabricate components. 

Despite enormous progress. Africa still has to imest substantially in 
the processing sector. particularly where this provides the export market with 
added-value products. The emphasis needs to be on greater efficiency and good 
quality control. Namibia wishes to reduce its low-value processing (fish 
meal) and increase its higher value processing 1 ike canning. Countries 
exporting tuna are moving from a whole frozen product. to a cooked de-boned 
frozen product. and ultimately to :s canned product. All this requires further 
in\·estment. 

Of the support 
manufacturing are the 
steel mills. weldir.g 
engineer services. 

industries, ship building. marine engineering and 
most important. These in turn require the support of 
gas plants, hydraulic. electrical and refrigeration 

Most of the support industry will also serve !Derchant fleets. naval and 
passenger vessels and it is therefore important to develop thwm in cooperation 
with other sectors which have similar needs. 

Aquaculture investments "ill need to include the es ta bl ishment of 
hatcheries and small feed mills. and the construction of ponds and irrigation 
channels. A range of small service industries is needed to support fish 
farming with the supply of inputs like fertilizers. feeds. seed and 
antibiotics. and in farming the chain of distribution and/or processing 
facilities. 

Technical Assistance. The area of training is probably the main field 
for technical assistance and this should cover both technical and managerial 
skills. The main training needs probably lie in the processing and 
engineering sectors. But more and more now it is being recognised that 
managerial skills are of prime importance in development and these need to be 
strengthened at all levels in both government and industry. Greater 
imagination and flexibility is needed now in devising training programmes in 
view of limited resources and the difficulty in releasing valuable staff for 
prolonged periods. Many training programmes, particularly in the management 
field can (and should) be conducted in the trainees own plant or factory. 

Technology transfer in processing and engineering will be needed to 
accompany the investments in new plant and equipment. This can best be 
achieved in cooperation with foreign private sector companies. In the ar<'a 
of manufacture, while major companies may prot<'ct their products and mark<'t 
vigourously, many small and medium sized manufacturf'rs ar<' Vf'ry wil linr, to 
hf'lp establish other licensed units in difff'r£'nt p.1rt:; of th<· world. lJNJf)O 

can act as a catalyst in this. 



Policy development and application is an area where assistance would 
be appropriate. The complex nature of modern integrated industrial 
development programmes is such that policy measures need to be determined with 
great care and in recognition of the effects of government actions in all 
sectors and sub-sectors. sometimes not directly related to the industry in 
questi'.>n. UNIDO can help governments address these questions by providing the 
background industry analysis and issues papers on which the policies may be 
built. 

For the small scale or artisanal sector. a broader form of assistance 
is required. covering the management of their integrated village economies and 
helping to establish the elementary or primary industry base for the growth 
of production. processing. transport and service industries at '\"illage le'\·el. 
These rural enterprises though small units individually can in total ha'\·e a 
significant impact on the sector as they handle in Africa about 2 million tons 
of fish worth o'\·er a billion dollars and provide remunerath·e employment for 
some 2 million persons. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------



PART II METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH TO THE FIS. 

SECTION 1: DESCRIPJION OF THE FISHERIES INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS OF AFRICA. 

The suggested FIS approach requires a concrete description of the FIS.The aim 
was to start from the previous job published in 87 under the title 
•industrial development strategies for fishery svstems in de\·eloping 
countries•_ 

This study was an analysis of the fisherv svstems for 64 world countries. 
Within the 1990/1991 IDDA program1e the present tvpologv has been 
commissioned to focus on the African continent . 
In considering the description of the fisher\" industrial svstem it •as 
necessary to ensure that the components used pre\·iously were meaningful and 
appropriate for onlv AfLica . 

The previous typology took 26 African countries !nto ~~count but half of 
them were concentrated in one or t•o clusters with similar chac3CLeristics . 
The final choice . after trying many options • Wes to keep the f~llo•ing 9 
components for describing the system : Resource HSY . Resource util!sation. 
Extraction . Pro.:essing . Distribution and Marketing . Consumption . Industrial 
inputs . Fish imports and Foreign involvement. 
The analysis of the FIS is . thus . reduced to the analysis and e'\·aluation of 
each of these components and their linkages . They cover the most important 
aspects of the FIS. 

1.1 THE NINE FIS COMPONENTS: 

1.1.l PREVIOUS COMPONENTS 

The fellowing is a description of the nine main FIS components used in the 
previous tvpologv: 

1 . RESOURCE. 
This component describes the fish and crustace?n resources a\"ailable to an 
industrial system indicating how rich they are. how well they are managed and 
how they are split among marine . freshwater and aquaculture sources. 

2 . EXTRA CTI ON . 
This component describes the type . condition . management and utilisation of 
labour and capital (vessels) used in the harvesting of the resource . Foreign 
participation is also an important consideration. 

3.PROCESSING. 
This component describes the type . condition , management . utilisation and 
physical distribution of the labour . plant and equipment used in the domestic 
processing of extracted fish and crustaceans as well as their variable inputs 
and type of outputs. 

4.DISIRIBlITION AND MARKETING. 
This component describes the channels and methods used in the distribution of 
outputs from each FIS component to the next downstrea~ component . Marketing 
intelligence and the type of retail mechanisms present are also considered. 

5. CONSUMPTION. 
The type . quantity . substitutability . price and income sens1t1v1tv . and 
drsirrd nutritional requirements of domestic final goods demand of thr svstem 
is drscribed herrin Where appropriate othrr stratlficat ions of 
tlwdistribution of consumption (incom<',r<'p,ional) arr also c011sid<'r1•cl. 
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6.INDUSTRIAL INPUTS. 
This component describes the extent to which inte1mediate and capital goods 
are domestically available to the FIS on the one hand . and th~ quality and 
state of domestic services and infrastructure on the other. 

7,GOVERNHENT POLICY. 
The government • s ·;iew toward the sector is included in this component . 
Hence. the existence of incoentive schemes subsidies access to foreign exchan~e 
and favourable macroeconomic policies are noted. 

8 . Uw'NERSH IP _ 
The industrial structure is described with respect to 'l.'ertical and horizontal 
integration and concentration on the one hand . and with respect to public . 
private and foreign ownership distribution on the other. 

9.EXPORT ORI~NTATION. 
The balance between production for export 'lnd for local consumption is 
described. 

These components were tested on the list of the African CO\Dltries after 
completing the corunmption variable by the potential of the .arltet. The 
results did not give a clear idea of the si•ilarities or dissi•ilarities 
between groups of countries ( see section 2 for the proceeding ). So it led 
to the selection of these ncv 9 variables. 

1.1.2 NEW COMPONENTS 

1. RESOURCE HSY: This component describes the fish and crustacean resources. 
It gives a value for the estimated sustainable yield of the whole fishery. It 
is in fact an estimation of the real potential of the tot~~ fishery resource. 
including a modest assessment of aquaculture potential. 

2. RESOURCE UTILISATION: This component gives the percentage of the resource 
which is presently harvested by the country . It does not include foreign 
exploitation of the fishery unless the fish is landed in the country . It 
shows in fact the gain that goes to the country. 

3.EXTRACTION: This component is an assessment of the fish harvesting or 
production sub_sector . In particular it relates to the size of the extraction 
industry relative to the country and the degree of industrialisation involved 
in the fishing fleets and their support facilities . It focuses on the fleets 
of larger co1111Dercial vessels and ignores the large but artisanal fleets of 
traditional canoes. 

4. PROCESSING: Domestic processing of an industrial nature is described by this 
variable , relevant to the production . All freezing , canning , and reduction 
of fish is included but not artisanal curing activities such as smoking . Fish 
sold fresh whether filleted or on ice are not considered . The component 
therefore is a measure of the size and degree of industrial fish processing. 

5.DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING: This component describes tho? channels and 
methods used in the distribution of the outputs . It takes the number of 
intcrrnediaries into account , and the p,cneral efficiencv and complE>xitv of th<' 

svstem. 



TABLE 1\s .1 : LIST OF THE VARIABLES SY COKPONENT 

COtf PONENT 

Vla RESOtitCE KSY 

Vlb RESOtltCE 
trrIUSATION 

V2 EX'IRACTION 

V3 PROCESSING 

V4 DISl'IUBUIION & 
KARICETINC 

vs 

V6 

CONSUMPTION 

INDUSTRIAL 
INPtrrS 

Vl2 FISH IMPORTS 

Vl3 FOREIGN 
INVOLVF.KF.NT 

!VARIABLES DISCARDED 

V7 GOVF.RNMENT 
POLICY 

V8 OWNERSHIP 

V9 EXPORT ORIENTATION 

VlO ARTISANAL SECTOR 

Vll KW/CAPITA 

VARIABLES 

1 Value for the estimated sustainable yield 
of the whole fishery. 

2 Percentage of the estimated resource which 
is harvested by the country. 
Foreign exploitation included if catch landed. 

3 Extraction per capita. 

4 Industrial share of extraction. 

5 Share of the catch which is processed 
( frozen, canned or minced).(s...,r: ..... ;"'; 

6 Level of distribution channels. 

7 Marketing n:ethods. 

8 Per capita consumption. 

9 Size of the domestic potential. ( .:..;.~.:,~;;. : ·' 
• ! 

10 Quality and efficiency. 

11 Processing and extraction inputs. 

12 Extraction services and infra~tructure. 

13 Processing services and infrastructure. 

14 Amount of fish imported. 

13 Value for the amount of foreign participation 
in the fish sector (especially harvesting of 
resources by foreign fleets). 

Pricrity given to FIS by the national 
government. 

Measure of the assistance provided 
to the sector. 

Proportion of private sector ownership of 
the FIS components. 
(The previous typology used the reverse,-the 
degree of government involvement). 

Share of catch destined for foreign markets. 

The size of the FIS small scale sector. 

Electricity irnrration relative to population 

lo'EICHTINC 

1 

1 

0.5 

0.5 

1 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.3 

0.2 

0.25 

0.25 

1 

1 

0.5 

0.5 

1 

1 
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6 .CONSUKPTI·l.H...;_ This describes the conswaption babies and the potential of the 
internal demand for fish and fish products . The component gives an indicat! on 
of the potential for developing the sector. 
The variable is view in a dynamic way evaluating the level of possible 
development of internal consumption. 

7. INDUSTRIAL INPl.ITS: This component describes the level of the co11111Unications 
networks ( railways. roads. ports) and the quality of services necessary 
a~ound the fisheries (cold stores. shipyards.fuel and supplies.etc). 
It also refle-.:ts the efficiency and quality of the handling and support 
system. 

8.FISH IMPORTS: The balance bet~een production and consumption is described 
here . It gives an indication of the role (or weight) of the fish sector in 
the economy . and whether demand exceeds national production. 

9.FOREIGN INVOLVEMENT: This component describes the role of foreign fleets in 
harvesting . It shows the orientation of the sector and indicates the degree 
of national benefit and control. 

These components <tescribe well the FIS . The first 6 components are more 
descriptive of thP basic internal aspects of the FIS and the other 3 give an 
assessment of how the rest of the economy and foreign economies help the 
sector tc work. 

1.2 THE FIS BASIC CHARACTERISTICS VARIABLES 

After the selection and definition of the main components of the FIS . it is 
necessary that they be quantified . 
To this effect, a set of variables has been selected to describe the important 
aspects of each FIS component as we:l as to identify the bottlenecks and the 
positive aspects of the sector. 

Though the FIS components are conceptual constructs . the variables chosen 
are expressed in quantitative or qualitative terms . Their values correspond 
to existing data or information for the 48 countries . 
Quantitative data was obtained on the following items Extraction 
producti~n , exports ,imports processing ,industrial and artisanal sizes , 
fish consumption , population. 

They were found mainly in the FAO COUNrRY FISHERY PROFILES and YEAR BOOKS 
OF FISHERY STATISTICS, mostly 1989 . Some other sources were also helpful . 
like the data prepared for UNIDO by Agro-economic services Ltd the Economist 
country reports or world economic data. 

Table. 1.1 1 is ts by component the 15 variables used to describe and 
quantify the 9 FIS components . It also shows the weights given to calculate 
a value per component. 

Note here that the component industrial inputs was simplified . It was 
formerly aggregated from 7 variables but in this case reduced to 4 according 
to the data and information available. 
For reference , Annexe l lists the variables used in the previous typology. 



TABLE .d. 2 : LIST OF VALUES GIVEN TO THE vARIABLES FOR EACH COUNTRY . .. 
VARIABLES RESOURCE RESOURCE EJCn_ \CT ION PROCESSING DISTRIBUTION 

COUNTRY HSY UTILISATION MARKETING 

Vla Vlb V2 V3 V4 
MOROCCO 5.00 4.60 3.75 3.50 2.80 
TUNISIA 2.35 4.55 2.40 1.30 2.70 
NAMIBIA 3.25 1.25 5.00 4.70 2.20 
MAURITANIA 4.80 1.20 4.70 4.00 2.10 
SENEGAL 4.10 4.50 3.00 1.50 2.00 
ALGERIA 3.20 2.50 2.60 1.20 2.50 . COTE D'IVOIRE 2.55 3.75 2.60 2.00 3.20 
GHANA 4.70 3.70 2.65 1.00 3.20 
ANGOLA 4.60 1.20 3.00 2.20 2.00 

" MOZAMBIQUE 2.80 1.10 2.10 1.30 1.80 
SIERRA LEONE 4.10 1.10 2.40 2.00 1. :o 
SEYCHELLES 2.15 0.25 3.60 3.00 2.00 
MAURITIUS 1.64 1.36 3.50 1.80 2.60 
GAMBIA 1.10 2.85 3.10 1.50 2.30 
ZAIRE 3.40 4.00 1.00 0.10 l.W 
CONGO 1. 70 3.00 2.25 0.20 2.00 
CAMEROON 2.30 4.00 3.00 0.80 2.30 
EGYPT 4.00 4.10 l 45 0.30 2.10 
NIGERIA 3.85 4.55 L.10 0.40 2.50 
GABON 2.80 0.80 2.60 0.30 2.00 
GUINEA 2.30 1. 70 1.80 0.20 1.80 
CAPE VERDE 1.10 1.00 2.45 1.80 1.80 
LIBERIA 1.10 1. 70 1.60 0.50 1.60 
KENYA 3.00 4.25 1.10 0.30 2.00 
MADAGASCAR 2.80 3.30 1.50 0.45 1.30 
TANZANIA 4.55 4.45 1. 70 0.30 2.00 
UGANDA 3.80 4.20 1.40 0.10 1.50 
MALAWI 2.30 4.40 1. 50 0.20 1. 70 
ZAMBIA 2.06 4.04 1. 35 0.20 2.10 
CHAB 2.45 4.75 1.63 0.10 1. 70 
MALI 2.00 4.50 1.15 0.10 1. 30 
BENIN 1.44 4.16 1. 2C 0.20 1.90 
TOGO 1.06 3.74 1.10 0.50 2.10 
ZIMBABWE 1.06 4.14 1. 70 1.40 2.40 
LIBYA 0.60 3.40 0.80 0.40 1.80 
COMOROS ISLANDS 0.40 4.00 l. 30 0.10 1.30 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA 0.23 4.17 1.35 0.20 1.20 
S.\0 TOME & PRINCIPE 0.20 3.75 1.90 0.30 1.40 
GLINEA-BISSAU 0.20 4.35 2.00 1.20 1.60 
CENTRAL AFR. REP. 0.80 4.30 0.90 0.10 1.00 
NIGER 0.38 4.02 0.30 0.10 1. 30 
BURKINA FASO 0.60 4.00 0.40 0.10 1.00 
BURUNDI 0.80 4.00 1.15 0.10 1.00 
SOMALIA 3.10 0.50 0.80 0.50 1.40 
DJIBOUTI 0.24 0.56 0.45 0.10 0.90 
ETHIOP!A 0.80 1.50 0.10 0.20 1.60 
RWANDA 0.35 1.25 0.10 0.02 1.10 
SUDAN 1.25 2.55 0.60 0.10 1.40 

HEAN 2.1950 3.0633 1.8569 0.8957 1 . 8521 
VARIANCE 2.0670 2 .0270 1. /.313 1. 180'..> 0. 2958 
STANDARD DEVIATION l .'•377 l .lt').3 / 1 . 1101 1. 086'."> 0. 51.39 

----------



TABLE4.2 :LIST OF VALUF.S GIVEN TO THE VARIABLES FOR EACH COUNTRY 

VARIABLES CONSUMPTION INDUSTRIAL FISH FOREIGN 
COUNTRY IHPUTS IMPORTS INVOLVEMENT 

VS V6 Vl2 Vl3 
MOROCCO 2.40 3.90 1.25 2.50 
TUNISIA 2.10 3.80 0.86 1.10 
NAKI BIA 1.05 3.60 0.10 4.80 
MAURITANIA 1.90 2.90 0.10 5.00 
SENEGAL 2.25 3.00 3.74 2.70 
ALGERIA 2.30 3.90 4.50 1.10 
COTE D'IVOIRE 2.65 3.50 5.00 4.20 
GHANA 2.80 3.40 3.25 3.00 
ANGOLA 2.30 2.90 4.90 4.90 
MOZAMBIQUE 1.90 2.30 2.70 4.00 
SIERRA LEONE 2.10 2.30 1.82 3.80 
SEYCHELLES 0.57 2.90 1.90 4.50 
MAURITIUS 1. 76 2.50 1.80 4.50 
GAMBIA 1. 75 2.80 1.90 2.80 
ZAIRE 2.85 1.40 5.00 1. 20 
CONGO 3.20 1.60 3.80 1.00 
CAMEROON 2.60 2.30 4.90 1.00 
EGYPT 3.20 2.60 5.00 1. 70 
NIGERIA 4.20 2.70 5.00 2.00 
GABON 2.20 1. 75 2.00 l.50 
GUINEA 1. 75 1.40 2.10 2.00 
CAPE VERDE 1.90 2.30 0.15 2.00 
LIBERIA 1.90 1.80 2.60 1.40 
KENYA 2.25 2.45 1.20 0.80 
MADAGASCAR 2.00 1.80 0.10 1.20 
TANZANIA 2.85 1. 70 0.10 0.80 
UGANDA 2.50 1.30 0.10 0.10 
MALAWI 2.15 1. 70 0.12 0.20 
ZAMBIA 2.05 1.60 0.35 0.30 
CHAD 2.30 1.10 0.10 0.10 
KALI 1.90 1.00 0.45 0.10 
BENIN 1.60 2.10 1.80 1.30 
TOGO 1.80 2.00 3.50 1. 30 
ZIMBABWE 1.50 1.90 1.00 0.70 
LIBYA 1.40 2.50 1. 70 0.10 
COMOROS ISLANDS 1.30 1.20 0.30 1.20 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA 1.35 1.50 1.80 1.30 
SAO TOKE & PRINCIPE 2.38 1.30 0.18 1.30 
GUINEA-BISSAU 0.90 1.40 0.15 1.50 
CENTRAL AFR. REP. 1.30 0.90 0.45 0.10 
NIGER 1.20 1.10 0.40 0.10 
BURKINA FASO 1.50 1.00 1.80 0.10 
BURUNDI 1.35 1.00 0.10 0.10 
SOKAL IA 1.60 1.80 0.10 1.80 
DJIBOUTI 0.55 1.30 ' 0.45 0.10 
ETHIOPIA 2.50 1.80 ' 0.20 0.10 
RWANDA 1.15 1.10 ' 0.15 0.10 
SUDAN 1. 85 1.40 ' 0.20 0.10 

MEAN 1. 9763 2 .0729 '1. 6910 1. 6167 
VARIANCE 0 -'• 743 0. 71.12 ' ,2. 8560 2. 2431 
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.6887 0.8434 ,1. 6900 1.1.977 

,. ... 
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1.3 SELECTION OF fHE COUNTRIES 

The previous typol-:>gy covered 64 world developing countries whose annual catch 
was above 22500 tonnes per year . Here the decision was to cover the African 
continent only. 
The exercise was applied to 48 countries excluding only 3 . which are Lesotho, 
Swaziland and Botswana. The production or potential of their fishery sector 
was not of sufficient importance. 
Only one major fishing state in Africa was excluded from the study and was the 
Republic of South Africa which was not considered as a developing country. 
The tables 1. 2 list the countries and the values given to the variables 
according to :he scale described in section. 

SECTION 2 : METHODS APPLIED TO IDENTIFY THE GROUPS OF COUNTRIES 

The aim was to find out . with all the data available , the commonalities and 
contrasts among all the FIS of countries included in the study. 
Computer and statistical methods were used to identify clusters with well 
defined characteristics. 

2.1 TREATMENT OF DATA 

The first step was to translate the variables into a specific scale .In the 
previous typology a scale from 1 to S was chosen. Here it was o:panded by 
using decimals to two places and was started from 0. In this scale . 0 has to 
be rea1 as a low value and S the high one . 

Note that high does not necessarily mean good as high imports of fish are 
not necessarily bad if they are a way to feed a big population. 
If it was decided to translate S as good , one could have found the decision 
very subjective in the case of variables like foreign involvement. Taking such 
a decision would have involved already interpreting the variable and this 
would have been at the expense of clarity and consistency of the figures. 

By utilising this scale . it is possible to cope with the excessive 
weights of certain values . For example , countries with a very high potential 
would have been grouped together had the variable been expressed in metric 
tonnes per year . Such a variable would have had to much importance compare 
to the others. 

There is the possibility to standardise the values , that is to change the 
scale by retrieving the mean of the values for each variable and dividing the 
result by the standard deviation . 
You have then a normal distribution with a mean equal to 0 and a standard 
deviation of 1 . This operation does recast the variables in dimensionless 
units but it only partially removes the size displacements which affect the 
similarity between objects. 

Table 1.2 gives the values of mean and standard deviation per component 
used to calculate the figures in tables 2.2.1. 

2.2 RUNNING THE SAS COMPUTER PROGRAM. 

SAS is the statistical computer program which gives the possibility to run the 
clust~rs analysis used in this typology. 
For this typology job , many clustering methods were tried to help in thP 
search for the meaningful vari;ib]es to split the p,roup of African countri£>s 
into appropriate clusters. 
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The problem is that use of too many variables tends to hide specific 
characteristics of groups. 

2.2.l : MULTIVARIATE CLUSTER ANALYSES 

A multivariate analysis was used which shows the commonalities and constrasts 
among countries . There are different methods , more or less complex , and 
each technique has a different method of clustering . 
Six different methods were tr~ed , two of which are more frequently used . 
They are the Ward's minimum variance clustering analysis method and the 
Average linkage analysis. 

Like the other methods . Ward's method follows a serie~ of clustering steps 
that begin with n clusters , each containing one object and it ends with one 
cluster containing all objects (here all the countries) . At each step , it 
makes whichever merger of two clusters that will result in the sraallest 
increase in the value of the variance . 

The Average linkage method applies the same principe but defines the 
similarities between any two clusters as the average of the similarities 
between objects in one cluster and objects in ~he other .It works with the 
average euclidean distance coefficient. 

More extreme , there are the single clustering analysis and the complete 
clustering analysis The first one evaluates the similarities between 
clusters by taking the minimum enclidean distance coefficient . The second one 
mesures the ~imilarities of the two most dissimilar objects and thus takes the 
maximum value of the euclidean distance coefficient to cluster countries. 

Also used were the flexible analysis which gives similar results as the 
complete linkage analysis or Ward's method , and finally the median method . 
(All details about statistical formulas or the different methods can be found 
in ' Cluster Analysis for Researchers ' H. C. Romesburg and in the SAS User's 
guide ) . 1 

2.2.2 : testing the variables 

Use of clustering methods and component analysis 

Initially the program was run with the 9 variables chosen in the previous 
typology . 
It became clear , in the early stages of the analysis that the variable V8 
( the degree of government ownership and control ) was not helpful to the 
clustering proceedure . The V8 data were largely subjective and in any case, 
few African countries had high public ownership in the fishery sector . 
However , removal of the variable did not remove the close 1 inkage between the 
only two African States with high government ownership and control of FIS , 
namely Mozambique and Angola. So it was decided to exclude V8. 

Some additional variables were then introduced to see what changes they 
would bring . VlO ,which is the variable of the size of the artisanal sector, 
was reckoned to be an important one. 

1cluster analysis for researchers, Romesburg. H.C. 
Belmont.Calif.Lifetime Learning analysis 1984. 
SAS ~ser's Guide:Statistics,Version ~ Edition. 
Cary,NC:SAS Institute Inc. ,1985. 
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PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 

48 CBS~RVATIONS 
~ 3 VAl:l:ABi..ES 

SIMPLE STATISTICS 

VlA V1B V2 V3 V4 vs V6 

MEAN 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
ST DEV 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1.00000 , . 00000 1 . 00000 

V7 V9 V10 v 11 v 1 2 V13 

MEAN 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 o.coooo 0.00000 0.00000 
ST DEV 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1 .00000 1. 00000 

CORRELATIONS 

V1A V1B V2 V3 V4 vs V6 

VIA 1. 0000 -0.0099 0.5094 0.4385 0.5383 0.5802 0.5695 
VlB -0.0099 , . 0000 -0.2514 -0.3594 0.0910 0.3265 -o. , 23 1 
V2 0 5094 -0.2514 , . 0000 0.8713 0. 6,, 6 0.0598 0.8992 
V3 0.4385 -0.3594 o. 0', 3 ""i"":OoOCf 0.5039 -0.1294 0,7177 
V4 0.5383 0.0910 0. 6,, 6 0.5039 , . 0000 0.4833 0.8265 vs 0.5802 0.3265 0.0598 -0.1294 0.4833 1. 0000 0. 26, 2 
V6 0.5695 -o., 23 \ 0.6992 0. 7, 77 Q,l!.:!Hi 0.2612 , . 0000 
V7 0.6389 -o. 2,, 0 0.8322 _Q_,_:rn_ 98 0.6324 0. 1537 0.7167 
V9 0.3689 -0.3196 0.7977 _9_. 8758 0.3726 -0.1088 0.5738 
V10 -0.2953 0.3535 -0.6304 -0.7809 -0.4050 0.2084 -0.6428 
Vl 1 0.2189 -0.1529 Ci.4267 0.3733 0.5094 0.0824 0.5344 
V12 0.3531 0.0606 0., 9, 6 O.Cl"i43 0.5045 0.5431 0.4327 
V13 0.4946 -0.4721 0.8008 ~~ 0.5237 0.0357 0.6483 

V7 V9 V10 Vl 1 V12 V13 

V1A 0.6389 0.3689 -0.2953 0' 2, 89 0.3531 0.4!'146 
V1B -o. 2110 -0.3196 0.3535 -0.1529 0.0606 -0.4721 
V2 0.8322 0.7977 -0.6304 0.4267 0. 19, 6 O.A008 
V3 C. 7~HHl 0.8758 -0.7809 0.3733 0.0543 0,8147 
V4 ·o.s3?4 0.3726' -0.4050 0.5094 0.50'15 0.5237 
vs 0. 1537 -o. 1088 0.2084 0.0824 0.5431 0.0357 
V6 Q Z 1fi2 0.5738 -0.6428 0.5344 0.4327 (J' t -183 
V7 1. 0000 0.7241 -0.5708 0.3906 0., 706 0.8006 
V9 0 7 24 1_ , . 0000 -Q, 7 ZH 0.2446 -0.0741 0.7008 
V10 -0.5708 -QI n44 1. 0000 -0.5309 0.0188 =o:-~ 
v 11 0.3906 0.2446 -0.5309 1. 0000 0.3630 0.3386 
V12 0., 706 -0.0741 0.0188 0.3630 1 '0000 0.3333 
V13 0.8006 C.7008 -0.5708 0.3366 0.3333 , . 0000 



SAS 16:57 TUESDAY, JUl.V 2. 1991 " . 
PRlNClPAI. COMPONENT ANALVSlS 

ElC.ENVAl.UE DIFFERENCE PROPORTION CUMULATIVE 

PRJN1 6.64580 4. 201 1 3 0. s 1 1 216 0, 5 1 I 2 I 6 
PRJN2 2.44468 1.38204 0.188052 0.699268 
PRJN3 1. 06264 0. 17531 0.081741 0.781009 
PRJN4 0.88732 0.36761 0.068256 0.849265 
?RJN5 0.51971 0.16099 0.03997ll 0.889242 
PrlJN6 0.35872 0. 041l9 0.027594 0.916836 
PRJN7 0.31752 0.05140 0.024425 0.941261 
PRJN.S 0.26613 0. I 204 l 0.020471 0.961732 
PRJN9 0. l 4571 0.01832 0.011209 0.972941 
PRJN10 0.12740 0.009800 0.982741 

EIGENVECTORS 

PRJNl PRJN2 PRlN3 PRlN4 PRINS PRINS PRIN7 PRINS PRIN9 PRIN10 

\' 1 A C.247778 0.280676 0.364334 -. 157109 -.544231 0,061816 0.188029 -.434711 0.271532 -.070016 
\' 1 s -.1187~0 0.346393 0,238670 0.712039 0.297249 0.171594 0.319848 -.176935 -.133363 -.0601j89 
\' 2 0.351221 -.071996 0.118579 0.040029 0.207610 0. 3 1791 1 0.006917 0.227297 0.569151 -.335979 
\' 3 C.349875 -.207838 0.098587 0.064214 0.123419 -.059880 0,118534 -.022757 0.164723 -.024480 
\'~ 0.288172 0.309914 -.098527 0.203187 0,167848 -.206153 -.559196 0.092430 -.027932 -.316892 
vs C.064653 0.556690 0.210458 -. 123782 -.279432 -.087131 0.009389 0.587311 -.204832 -.041013 
\ 6 0.338212 0. 139635 -.124562 0.141989 0.060541 -.454779 -.215689 -.239892 0. 207752 0.464890 
\ '." C.346509 -.007640 0.220760 0.006576 0.004491 0.387518 -.252085 -.210556 -,44011!7 0.327217 
\ 9 ~.3'0338 -.248352 0.237704 0.106508 0.057376 -.090349 0.298228 0,482245 -.038409 0.427622 
\ . - -.293350 0.237286 0.204102 -.254513 0.305886 0.407237 -.330801 0.05706;;? 0.315975 0.396067 ' ' . C.2~47!2 0.084121 -.663900 0.214042 -.331491 0.502703 0.040227 0.112367 0.016520 o.12a55.e 
\' ~ 2 0.126433 0.442189 -.345095 -.364291 0.402668 -.083311 0.473791 -.094917 0,034419 0.10755£ 
~ • 3 0.335576 -.082191 0.047424 -.362129 0.279813 o. 146085 0.030361 -. 121356 -.418330 - . 29 114 1 
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Also included was Vll which was the KW generated per capita _ It gave an 
idea of the industrial infrastructure _ Then. finaly . introduced were Vl2 and 
Vl3. Vl2 represented imports of fish to have a clearer idea of the role of the 
fish sector on the economic stability and the potential demand . 
Vl3 indicated the degree of foreign involvement . This is important as it 
gives a measure of the foreign participation . which is in some countries 
very high .particularly in extraction. 

These new variables raised the number to 12 _ Clustering methods were applied 
at each step to see the change brought by each of the new variables 
This way to check the validity of variables could seem irrational But the 
output was discussed by an expert who had to compare results to his knowledge 
of the countries 'fishery sector . 

In addition , Principal component analysis and component cluster analysis 
were also run to see the usefulness of the new variables . These methods give 
clusters of variables and the proportion of variation explained by them as 
well as correlation coefficients. 

Table 2.1 lists the coefficients of correlation between all the variables 
tried . A coefficient of correlation is a relative measure expressing the 
degree of linear association between two variables _ If the coefficient r is 
above 0.7 or below -0.7 , than r squared is more than 0.5 . Then . more than 
50% of the variance of one variable Y is explained by the linear association 
of both variables Y and X . 

Note that a low coefficient does not mean that there is no a£sociation 
between the two variables. There could exist a non linear association. 
Variables V2 , V3 , V7 and Vl3 are correlated to the other variables. 
To choose one , V2 , which is extraction . this is correlated to variables 
like processing , government policy , exports , and foreign involvement . 
Also, government policy is correlated to extraction . processing . industrial 
inputs , exports and foreign involvement . It may be reflected in all these 
variables in some way. 

Other variable-reduction method 

The problem of reducing a big amont of variables did not exist as there were 
already 9 variables chosen in the previous typologie and most of them were 
kept for the new one. 
Some jobs will begin with so many variables that it is necessary to reduce 
their amount . The component analyses are then , at that stage , very helpful 
by ind~ .. cating the mc:;t important v·ariables for defii,ing the FIS and reducing 
the nurJber of variables. 

Annexes 2 and 3 also show relations between variables . These methods are the 
oblique principal component analysis and the oblique centroid component 
cluster analysis . They give similar output to factor procedure output and 
can be used as a variable-reduction method . The first one gives a tree and 
shows how variables could be joined . 

The second one clusters the variables and gives the proportion of the 
variance which is explained by these clusters. As many components will be 
derived as are necessary to nccount for the linear structure in the original 
variables. The first component will account for the y,reatest proportion of 
variance . the second component for the second larp,est 
proportion , etc. 
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Examples 

On page 21 there ar~ first 6 clusters .The steps with less clusters were not 
included here as the;r don't bring more information than the last results . 
In the clusters can be already seen the variables that give similar 
information . 

Also page 22 gives the correlation between the clusters . For example. 
cluster 1 and S are correlated . As cluster S is including VlO . the artisanal 
sector. it seems that it could easily have been deleted . 
On page 23 are given 7 clusters . Cluster l is full of "·ariables giving the 
same information . Some have to be discarded and that was decided after 
running clustering methods without each of them. 

The principal component analysis (table 2.1) also gives eigenvalues which 
indicate that 3 or 4 components provide a good summary of the data 
accounting for 85% of the standardized variance Subsequent components 
contribute less than 4% each. The first eigenvector shows a negative loading 
on the variable VlO (Artisanal sector) and the variable Vlb (resource 
utilisation) . But no variable was given a high positive loading . The second 
has a high loading on consumption and the third one a high negative one on 
KY/capita. This is a way to give an interpretation to the components . 
But this exercise was here not necessary as the components were chosen from 
the previous typology . 

After running almost SO options . the decision was to split Vl into 
2 variables . The average of both biases the meaning of the variable and 
idea to split countries with high or low potential was interesting 
component analysis showed also that Vla and Vl were giving the 
information . Vlb was in fact hidden. 

its 
the 
The 

same 

Table 1.1 lists all of the variables which were tried . both those which 
retained and those which were discarded for the final analysis. 

2.3 THE FINAL OUTPUT. 

2.3.l CHOICE OF A DENDOGRAM 

At this stage it was discovered that the average linkage analysis was the more 
interesting . The dendogram was clear and it also fitted well with current 
studies by fish industry experts . The Ward's was not as helpful as in the 
previous typology but it supporte~ the clusters given by the Average method. 

After running all 13 variable~ on this method , all options were tried . 
dropping one variable at each step r 

Results less V9 , V7 and V9 , V9 and Vll .V7 
That means that the output , i.e the dendogram 
splitted clusters. 

and Vll were good. 
was clear and gave well 

Also good were the results less VlO, V7 and Vll or less V7 . V9 and Vll . It 
was finally concluded that the best result would be obtained by using all 
variables except V7 , V9 . VlO and Vll . 
To return to the component analyses it was se<>n that V/ and V9 were in the 
same cluster with lots of other variables likf' extraction and processinp, 
VlO was correlated to the cluster I and Vl l was a clustf'r on its own . dut it 
has finally too much weip,ht and results w<>rf' bC'ttC'r without it . 
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The dendogram . figure 2.2 . gives the best results of distinct clusters of 
countries _ 
The line determining the number of clusters is a subjective decision _ The 
expert draws it at the level at which the number of clusters are chosen .If 
the line is drawn higher there would be less clusters but bigger ones . On the 
bottom • each country would appear in a separate cluster . 

The choice of 14 clusters was decided after checking with other computer 
clustering methods . 

Annexe 4 gives the output of the Ward's method which closely agrees with final 
clusters. 
Annexe 5 and 6 give the output of complete and median methods . They are also 
interesting to compare with the final output of the linkage analysis . 
Annexe 7 gives the list of the countries clustered by the computer which also 
supports the different clus 1:ers chosen on the base of statistical results and 
expert' knowledge of the sector . 

2.3.2.CLUSTER PROFILES AND RESULTING DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS 

Following the above approach 14 clusters were identified as possessing 
different characteristics. The next step was then to draw the cluster profiles 
to have a quick view of the major characteris::ics of each. These profiles 
(figures 2.1) were drawn from the standardised values in table 2.2.1. 
The tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 were built from table 1.2. Any figure near zero 
indicates that for the countries in the group . the FIS component is close to 
the average of all 48 countries 
Table 2.2.3 shows in detail and per country those figures that give a more 
precise idea of each country's situation. 

Finally these 14 clusters fall into 3 major developing groups which could be 
use for development strategies and possible actions for improvement of the 
sector. 



·-~).)l<:_L?_:_f STANDARDISED VARIABLES 

VARIABLES RESOURCE RESOURCE EXTRACTION PROCESSING D rsm1BUTION 
COUNTRY MSY UTILISATION MARKETING 

Vl:a Vlb V2 VJ V4 

MOROCCO 1.9510 1.0793 1.7054 2.3974 1.7428 
TUNISIA 0.1078 1.0442 0.4893 0.3726 1.5590 
NAMIBIA 0.7338 -1.2736 2.8315 3.5018 0.6397 
MAURITANIA 1.8119 -1.3088 2.5612 2.8575 0.4558 
SENEGAL 1.3250 1.0091 1.0298 0.5566 0.2720 
ALGERIA 0.6990 -0.3957 0.6694 0.2805 1.1912 
COTE D'IVOIRE 0.2469 0.4823 0.6694 1.0168 2.4782 

• GHANA 1.7424 0.4472 0.7145 0.0964 2.4782 
ANGOLA 1.6728 -1.3088 1.0298 1.2009 0.2720 

• MOZAMBIQUE 0.4208 -1.3790 0.2190 0.3726 -0.0358 
SIERRA LEONE 1.3250 -1.3790 0.4893 1.0168 -0.2796 
SEY CH EL-LES -0.0313 -1.9760 1.5703 1.9372 0.2720 
MAURITIUS -0.3860 -1.1964 1.4802 0.8327 1.3751 
GAMBIA -0.7616 -0.1498 1.1199 0.5566 0.8235 
ZAIRE 0.8381 0.6579 -O.n19 -0.7319 -0.2796 
CONGO -0.3443 -0.0445 0.3541 -0.6398 0.2720 
CAMEROON 0.0730 0.6579 1.0298 -0.0876 0.8235 
EGYPT 1.2555 0.7281 -0.3665 -0.5478 0.4558 
NIGERIA 1.1511 1.0442 -0.6818 -0.4558 1.1912 
GABON 0.4208 -1.5897 0.6694 -0.5478 0.2720 
GUINEA 0.0730 -0.9576 -0.0512 -0.6398 -0.0958 
CAPE VERDE -0.7616 -1.4492 0.5343 0.8327 -0.0958 
LIBERIA -0.7616 -0.9576 -0.2314 -0.3637 -0.4635 
KENYA 0.5599 0.8335 -0.6818 -0.5478 0.2720 
MADAGASCAR 0.4208 0.1662 -0.3215 -0.4098 -1.0150 
TANZANIA 1.6380 0.9740 -0.1413 -0.5478 0.2720 
UGANDA 1.1164 0.7984 -0.4116 -0.7319 -0.6473 
MALAWI 0.0730 0.9388 -0.3215 -0.6398 -0.2796 
ZAMBIA -0.0939 0.6860 -0.4566 -0.6398 0.4558 
CHAD o.1n4 1.1847 -0.2044 -0.7319 -0.2796 
MALI -0.1356 1.0091 -0.6368 -0.7319 -1.0150 
BENIN -0.5251 o.no3 -0.5917 -0.6398 0.0881 
TOGO -0.7895 0.4753 -0.6818 -0.3637 0.4558 
ZIMBABWE -0.7895 0.7562 -0.1413 0.4646 1.0074 
LIBYA -1.1094 0.2365 -0.9521 -0.4558 -0.0958 
COMOROS ISLANDS -1.2485 0.6579 -0.5017 -0.7319 -1.0150 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA -1.3668 o.1n3 -0.4566 -0.6398 -1.1989 
SAO TOME & PRINCIPI -1.3876 0.4823 0.0388 -0.5478 -0.8312 

• GUINEA-BISSAU -1.3876 0.9037 0.1289 0.2805 -0.4635 
CENTRAL AFR. REP. -0.9703 0.8686 -0.8620 -0.7319 -1.5666 
NIGER -1.2624 0.6719 -1.4025 -0.7319 -1.0150 
BURKINA FASO -1.1094 0.6579 -1.3124 -0.7319 -1.5666 
BURUNDI -0.9703 0.6579 -0.6368 -0.7319 -1.5666 ----
SOMALIA 0.6295 -1.8004 -0.9521 -0.3637 -0.8312 
DJIBOUTI -1.3598 -1.7583 -1.2674 -0.7319 -1.7505 
ETHIOPIA -0.9703 -1.0981 -1.5827 -0.6398 -0.4635 
RWANDA -1.2833 -1.2736 -1.5827 -0.8055 -1.3828 
SUDAN -0.6573 -0.3606 -1.1322 -0.7319 -0.8312 



Tol:. I~ -;:- _ l - .A STANDARDISED VARIABLES (2) 
-----------

VARIABLES CONSUMPTION INDUSTRIAL ASH FOREIGN 

COUNTRY IMPUTS IMPORTS INVOLVEMENT 
vs V6 Vl2 VIJ 

MOROCCO 0.6153 2.1664 -0.2610 0.5898 
TUNISIA 0.1797 2.0479 -0.4918 -0.3450 
NAMIBIA -1.3449 1.8107 -0.9415 2.1255 
MAURITANIA -0.1107 0.9807 -0.9415 2.2590 
SENEGAL 0.3975 1.0993 1.2124 0.7233 
ALGERIA 0.4701 2.1664 1.6621 -0.3450 
COTE D.IVOIRE 0.9783 1.6922 1.9580 1.7249 
(/HANA 1.1961 1.5736 0.9225 0.9236 
ANGOLA 0.4701 0_9907 1.8988 2.1923 
MOZAMBIQUE -0.1107 0.2693 0.5970 1.5913 
SIERRA LEONE 0.1797 0.2693 0.0763 1.4578 
SEYCHELLES -2.0419 0.9807 0.123€ 1.9252 
MAURITIUS -0.3140 0.5064 0.0645 1.9252 
GAMBIA -0.3285 0.8621 0.1236 0.7901 
ZAIRE 1.2687 -0.7979 1.9580 -0.2782 
CONGO 1.7769 -0.5608 1.2479 -0.4117 
CAMEROON 0.9057 0.2693 1.8988 -0.4117 
EGYPT 1.7769 0.6250 1.9580 0.0556 
NIGERIA 3.2289 0.7436 1.9580 0.2560 
GABON 0.3249 -0.3829 0.1828 -0.0779 
GUINEA -0.3285 -0.7979 0.2420 0.2560 
CAPE VERDE -0.1107 0.2693 -0.9119 0.2560 
LIBERIA -0.1107 -0.3236 0.5379 -0.1447 
KENYA 0.3975 0.4471 -0.2906 -0.5453 
MADAGASCAR 0.0345 -0.3236 -0.9415 -0.2782 
TANZANIA 1.2687 -0.4422 -0.9415 -0.5453 
UGANDA 0.7605 -0.9165 -0.9415 -1.0127 
MALAWI 0.2523 -0.4422 -0.9296 -0.9459 
ZAMBIA 0.1071 -0.5608 -0.7935 -0.8791 
CHAD 0.4701 -1.1536 -0.9415 -1.0127 
MALI -0.1107 -1.2722 -0.7344 -1.0127 
BENIN -0.5463 0.0321 0.0645 -0.2114 
TOGQ -0.2559 -0.0865 1.0704 -0.2114 
ZIMBABWE -0.6915 -0.2050 -0.4089 -0.6121 
UBYA -0.8'367 0.5064 0.0053 -1.0127 
COMOROS ISLANDS -0.9819 -1.0351 -0.8231 -0.2782 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA -0.9093 -0.6793 0.0645 -0.2114 
SAO TOME & PRINCIPE 0.5862 -0.9165 -0.8941 -0.2114 
GUINEA-BISSAU -1.5627 -0.7979 -0.9119 -0.0779 
CENTRAL AFR. REP. -0.9819 -1.3908 --0.7344 -1.0127 
NIGER -1.1271 -1.1536 -0.7639 -1.0127 
RIJRKINA FASO -0.6915 -1.2722 0.0645 -1.0127 
BURUNDI -0.9093 -1.2722 -0.9415 -1.0127 
SOMALIA -0.5463 -0.3236 -0.9415 0.1224 
DJIBOUTI -2.0709 -0.9165 -0.7344 -1.0127 
ETHIOPIA 0.7605 -0.3236 -0.8823 -1.0127 
RWANDA -1.1997 -1.1536 -0.9119 -1.0127 
SUDAN -0.1833 -0.7979 -0.8823 -1.0127 

-------



3 GROUPS Vla Vlb V2 V3 V4 

GROUP A 0.8104 -0.4613 1.3068 1.4049 0.9185 
GROUP B 0.2118 0.3798 -0.2459 -0.4436 0.1341 
GROUP c -1.0513 0.0537 -0.8515 -0.5987 -1.1192 

------- --· -- - - -- - -- -- -
V5 V6 Vl2 Vl) 

---- -----
GROUP A -0. 0~>70 1 . 2B')0 0. 2) f14 1 • :n ·i 1 
GROUP n 0. 662'/ -0.1820 0.3711 -0. 3<1H /. 
GROUP c -0. '/(,41 -0.'H41 -0. ·101 8 -o. (,(,Jl 4 



figure 2. 1 cluster profiles 
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Table 3.1. The FIS characteristic variables ( \);t-..1 . .JvS. ..J 7 ll.'\.''\'1) 

Component 

Resource 

Extraction 

Processing 

Distribution 
and 
marketing 

• Consumption 

Variables 

l. Raw material 

2. Resource 
utilization 

3. Extraction 
throughput 

4. Artisanal share 
of extraction 

5. Processed share 
of extraction 

6. Sophistication 
of distribution 
channels 

7. Sophistication 
of marketing 
methods 

Description 

The maximum sustainable yield resource of 
extended economic zone (EEZ) and inland 
waters in thousands of metric tons per 
annum. 
Per cent of resource extracted. 
Since this is across all species, 
over-exploitation of certain species 
cannot be ruled out. 

Quantity extracted, harvested or 
produced from EEZ and inland waters in 
thousands of metric tons per annu;n. This 
includes foreign catch only if landed. 
Per cent of characteristic 3 
that is caught or harvested by the 
artisanal sector. 

The percentage of the landed catch 
which is processed (either artisanally 
or conunercially). 

An assessment of the sophistication of 
the methods of distribution used, e.g. 
road, rail, and the general level of 
distribution infrastructure. Also 
important is the flexibility aud 
r·eliability :lf the distribution chain. 
An assessment of the complexity and 
flexibility of marketing methods. Also 
important is the efficiency of marketing 
procedures. 

------- - ------------------------- -- -

8. Degree of inter
mediation 

9. Per capita 
consumption 

Meant to measure the organizational 
"distance" between the producer and 
consumer. In parlicular the number of 
middlemen typically involved • 

The per capita apparent domestic 
consumption per annum. 
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Table 3.1. The FIS characteristic variables (continued) 

Component 

Industrial 
inputs 

Government 
policy 

Variables 

10. Storage and 
handling 
efficiency 

11. Processing 
sophistication 

12. Extraction 
inputs 

13. Processing 
inputs 

14. Extraction 
services 

15. Processing 
services 

16. Extraction 
infrastructure 

17. Processing 
infrastructure 

18. Priority given 
to FIS 

19. Assistance 
provided 

Description 

An assessment of the level of on-board 
and quayside fish loss and reduction in 
fish quality. 
Describes the processing system. This 
attempts to capture the proportion of the 
processing capacity that is high level, 
i.e. freezing, canning, etc. The scale of 
operation and level of capital intensiLy 
is also considered • 

. A measure of the local availability of 
intermediate and capital goods and spare 
parts for extraction. Pertains to spare 
parts for vessels, engines and fishing 
gear. Where applicable, q•1ality and size 
is aiso considered. 
A measure of the local availability of 
intermediate and capital goods and spare 
parts for processing. Pertains to the 
quality of packaging materials, 
availability of ice, etc. 
Quality of the workforce in extraction 
activities. 
Quality of the workforce in processing 
activities. (Services are also affected 
by availability of intermediate/ capital 
goods and adequate infrastructure.) 
An assessment of the quality. size and 
number of ports as well as the 
availahility of repair and maintenance 
facilities. 
An asse~sment of the adequacy 
of infrastructure in major proressing 
arP.as including the reliability of public 
utilities, e::.c. 

A subjective assessment of the 
relative importance accorded to the FIS by 
the national government. 
An assessment of the importance of 
incentives and assistance provided 
directly to those working within the FIS. 
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Table 3.1. The FIS characteristic variables (continued) 

Col!lponent 

Ownership 

.Export 
orientation 

Variables 

20. Role of 
government 

21. Share of catch 
destined for 
foreign markets 

Description 

Primarily, the proportion of 
government ownership of the FIS components 
but the extent of government regulations 
and control is also considered. 

That percentage of the ~atch (measured 
in fresh fish weight equivalent) ~hich 
is exported regardless of product form. 

Note: Sources used in addition to FAO databanks. yearbooks and ~~perts, 
include both a large number of country and sector-specific serials and 
pertinent reports reviewed and compiled by Agro-Economic Services Limited, 
England under contract to L'NIDO. as well as l'!llIDO and FAO experts· assessments. 

!!/ 83sed on the cannon factor model employed in multivariate 
.slatistics, the first principal component obtained from a weighted principal 
components factor analysis was employed to extract from the set of 
21 variables in table 3.1 a single common factor for each of the nine FIS 
components. Further details are given in Volume 2. Sec also Mulaik, S.A. 
(1972), !t.!~f'.oun~~iC!~~_i_f~c:_t~r_!i!l_~Jys_is, New York, Mr.Grnw-Hill. 
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NUMBER 
OF 

CLUSTERS 

TOTAL 
VARIATION 
EXPLAINED 

BY CLUSTERS 

Typology Pl:, 

OBLIOLE PRINCIPAL COMPONENT CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

48 OBSERVATIONS 
13 VARIABLES 

PROPORTION • 1,000000 
MAXEIGEN • 0 

PROPORTION 
OF VARIATION 

EXPLAlNED 
BY CLUSTERS 

MINIMUM 
PROPORTION 

EXPLAINED 
BY A CLUSTER 

MAXIMUM 
SECOND 

EIGENVALUE 
IN A CLUSTER 

MINIMUM 
J:i·SOUARED 

FOR A 
VARIABLE 

16129 

MAXIMUM 
1·R••2 RATIO 

FOR A 
VARIABLE ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 6.619233 0.5092 0.5092 2.389103 0.0315 2 8.217864 0.6321 0.6260 l.03621Q 0. 1 606 0.8593 3 8.985836 0.6912 0.5764 0.847132 0. 5641\ 0.6416 4 9.832968 0. 7564 0.6260 0.648406 0.5646 0.6100 5 10.397869 0. 7998 0.6896 0.632417 0.5779 0.5997 6 10.961667 0.3447 0.6896 0.521810 0. 64!: 3 0.6589 7 11,493D19 0. 18 4 1 0.79C1 0.419787 0.7901 0.4687 8 11.912806 0. '} 1 64 0.8420 0.339915 0.7977 0.4887 9 12.2D1230 o,q395 0.8515 0.297042 0.8515 0.4687 10 12,498272 0. !l61 4 0.874:? 0.209738 0.8590 0.4589 

,--.... 
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rl n tX(!. .3 . 

CLUSTER 

OBLIQUE CENTROID COMPONENT CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

CLUSTER SUMMARY FOR 6 CLUSTERS 

CLUSTER MEMBERS 
CLUSTER 

VARIATION 
VARIATION PROPORTION 
EXPLAINED EXPLAINED 

SECOND 
EIGENVALUE 

---------------------------------------------------------------1 5 5.0000 41. 207 1 0. 841, 41 
2 2 2.0000 1 . 7089 0.8544 
3 , , . 0000 , '0000 , '0000 
4 2 2.0000 1,5431 0.7715 
5 1 1 '0000 1 '0000 1.0000 
6 3 3.0000 2.2469 0.7490 

TOTAL VARIATION EXPLAINED = 11.7059 PROPORTION = 0.836139 

R-SQUAREO WITH 

----------------OWN NEXT 1·R••2 
VARIABLE CLUSTER CLOSEST RATIO 

CLUSTER 
, ___________________________________ _ 

V2 0.8798 0.4478 0.2177 
VJ 0.9043 0.6097 0.2451 
V13 0.8057 0.3385 0.2937 
V7 0.8214 0,41490 0.3241 
V9 0.7985 0.5248 0.4240 

CLUSTER 2------------------------------------Vl 0.8544 0.3564 0.2262 
VIA 0.8544 0.2854 0.2037 

CLUSTER 3------------------------------------VIB 1,0000 0,1250 0.0000 
CLUSTER 4------------------------------------vs 0.7~15 0.3652 0.3599 

V12 0.7715 0.2508 0,3049 
CLUSTER 5------------------------------------Vl 0 1 ,0000 0,5106 0.0000 
CLUSTER 6------------------------------------V4 0.8095 0.3324 0.2854 

V6 0.8269 0.5353 0.3725 
Vil 0,6197 0.2819 0.5296 

STANDARDIZED SCORING COEFFICIENTS 

2 3 4 5 6 
--------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------VI 0.00000 0.54092 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 V2 0.21803 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 V3 0.21803 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 V4 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0' 38!517 vs 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.56923 0.00000 0.00000 V13 0.21803 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 VG 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0. 38!517 V7 0.21803 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 V9 0.21803 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 V10 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1. 00000 0.00000 V11 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.38517 V12 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.56923 0.00000 0.00000 V1A 0.00000 0.54092 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 V18 0.00000 0.00000 1 . 00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

. ...-... -



:_.-S~E'l 6 w: L:.. BE 

CLUSTER 

OBLIQUE CENTROID COMPONENT CLUSTER ANALVSJS 

CLUSTER STRUCTURE 

2 3 4 5 8 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vl 0.30053 _Q_,_9_)_~.2_ 0.59701 0.43909 -0.14220 0. 39!519 
V2 .9.. 9_:n~e- 0,45199 -0.25140 0,14309 -0.83042 0.88922 
V3 0.95097 0.36901 -0.35939 -0.04275 -0.79085 0,81431 
V4 -0.57653° 0.54107 0.09101 0.58227 -0,40!503 LU.ill. vs 0.00239 0.60431 0.32651 .Q..,_!!.!ll.U. - 0.20839 0.3180 
V13 .9.Jfil.9_1_ 0.33710 -0,47211 0.21002 -0.57084 0.58184 
V6 Q,73167 0.52859 -0.12307 0.39497 -0.64283 .P......ll.i..:tL V7 0.90631 0,57184 -0.21095 0.18460 -0.57078 0.87007 
V9 0-.-893.~_g __ 0,34109 -0.31958 -0.10410 -0.72444 0. 4!587!5 
V10 -0.71457 -0.23664 0.35349 0. 12931 1_._0Q_O,QO __ -0.80810 
V11 0.38673 0.20303 -o. 15287 0.25355 -0.53091 __ 0_,.7.ll.t20 
V12 0. 14732 0.31684 0.06064 0 .. 87.838 0.01877 0.50079 
VIA 0.53425 0.92435 -0.00985 0' :l3 1 28 -0.~9529 0. 5 1 1 04 
V18 -0.35178 ··a-. 3·,·1s·o· ..1......9..9.9.0.0 0.22038 0.35349 -0.07123 

INTER-CLUSTER CORRELATIONS 

CLUSTER 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 , . 00000 0.45155 -0.35178 0.08522 - 0 ' 7 .1 <I 5.7. 0.65283 
2 0.45155 l. 00000 Cl' 3 l 7 60 0.52435 -0.23664 0.49020 
3 -0.35178 0,31760 1.00000 0. 22038 0.35349 -0.07123 
4 0.08522 0.52435 0.22030 1 '00000 0. 12931 0,48838 
5 :-.Q ._7_1_ 4.5.~ -0.23664 0.35349 0. 1293 1 1. ooooc -0.60810 
6 0.65283 0.49020 -0.07123 0.46636 -0,60810 1. 00000 

SPLIT 

......... 



OBLIQUE CENTROID COMPONENT CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

CLUSTER SUMMARY FOR 7 CLUSTERS 

CLUSTER MEMBERS 
CLUSTER 

VARIATION 
VARIATION PROPORTION 
EXPLAINED EXPLAINED 

SECOND 
EIGENVALUE 

---------------------------------------------------------------1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

TOTAL 

5 5.DDOO 4,2071 0.8414 
2 2.0000 1. 7089 0.8544 
1 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
2 2.0000 1. 543 I 0,7715 
I 1.0000 I, 0000 I. 0000 
2 2.0000 I, 8 265 0.9133 
l 1. 0000 I, 0000 I. 0000 

VARIATION EXPLAINED • 12.2856 PROPORTION • 

CLUSTER 

CLUSTF.R 

CLUSTER 

CLUSTER 

CLUSTER 

CLUSTER 

CLUSTER 

~ 

R-SQUARED WITH 

----------------OWN NEXT 1-R••2 
VARIABLE CLUSTER CLOSEST RATIO , ___________________________________ _ 

V2 0.8798 0,4703 0.2269 
V3 0,9043 0.6097 0.2451 
V13 0.8057 0.3761 0.3114 
V7 0.8214 0,4983 0,3560 
V9 0.7985 0.5248 D.4240 

2------------------------------------VI 0.8544 0.3564 0.2262 
VlA 0.8544 0.3360 0.2192 

3------------------------------------Vl 8 1.0000 0.1250 0.0000 

4------------------------------------V5 0,7715 0.3652 0,3599 
Vl2 0.7715 0.2404 0.3008 

5------------------------------------Vl 0 1,0000 0.5106 0.0000 

6------------------------------------V" 0.9133 0.332" 0.1299 
V6 0.9133 0.5353 0.1867 

7------------------------------------
Vl I 1.0000 0.2982 0.0000 

-. 

0.877542 
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OBLIQUE CENTROID COMPONENT CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

STANOAROIZEO SCORING COEFFICIENTS 

CLUSTER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VI 0.00000 0,54092 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

V2 0.21803 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 

V3 0.21803 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

V4 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.52321 0.00000 

vs 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.56923 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

V13 0.21803 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 

V6 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.52321 0.00000 

V7 0.21803 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 O.JOOOO 0.00000 

V9 0.21803 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 o.nocoo 0.00000 

V10 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1. 00000 0.00000 0.00000 

VI I 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1 . 00000 

V12 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.56923 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

VIA 0.00000 0.54092 0.00000 0.00000 0."00000 0.00000 0.00000 

VIB 0.00000 0.00000 1. 00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

CLUSTER STRUCTURE 

CLUSTER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VI 0.30053 0.92435 0.59701 0.43809 -0.14220 0,45499 0.1!5642 

V2 __ o .• _9_3].9_8 0"':75To1f -0.25140 0.14309 -0.63042 0.68581 0.421568 

V3 0.95097 0.36901 -0.35939 -0.04275 -0.78085 0.63916 0.37330 

V4 o~nrs"3 0.54107 0.09101 0.56227 -0,40503 0 .. 9556.1 0.!50938 

vs 0.00239 0.60431 0.32651 Q ... 8?.838 0.20839 0.38952 0.08239 

Vl3 0.89761 0.33710 -0.47211 0.21002 -0.57084 0,61323 0. 33&!5!5 

V6 . ·er. i:HsY· 0.52859 -0.12307 0.39497 -0.64283 0. ~11-~6-.L 0.!53440 

V7 0.90631 0.57184 -0.21095 o. 18460 -0.57078 0.70587 0.39056 

V9 :-n·:· a .9.3. 5 9· 0.34109 -0.31958 -0.10410 -0,72444 0,49517 0.24463 

V10 -0.71457 -0.23664 0.35349 0. 1 2931 I. 00000 -0.54825 -0.!53091 

v l 1 0.38673 0.20303 -0.15287 0.25355 -0.53091 0. 5<16 1 1 1 . 00000 

Vl2 o. 14732 0.31684 0,06064 0.87036 0.01877 0,49032 ·a-;-3·5'3·0 4· 

VIA 0.53425 0.92435 -0.00985 o: sj 1'2£i -0.29529 0.57965 0.21892 

VlB -0.35178 ·o·. 31-;so 1 .. 00000 0.22038 0.35349 -0.01678 -0.1!5287 

INTER-CLUSTER COR~ELATJONS 

CLUSTER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 . 00000 0.45155 -o.:c;110 0.08522 -0.71457 0.68446 0.38673 

2 0,45155 1. 00000 0. 3 1. '30 0.52435 :ci: 23 6 6 ·4-- 0.55965 0.2030J 

3 -0.35178 0.31760 I. 00000 0.22038 0.35349 -0.01678 -0.15287 

4 0.08522 0.52435 0.22038 1,00000 0. 12931 0.50084 0. 253!5!5 

5 -0.71457 -0.23664 0.35349 0,12931 1. 00000 -0.54825 -0.!53091 

6 --0:-61i4 4 'Ef 0.55965 -0.01678 0.50004 -0.54825 I. 00000 0. !54611 

7 0.38673 0.20303 -0.15287 0,25355 -0.53091 0. 54 61 I 1. 00000 

. - : _.; s. !::=l Y!ETS THE CRITERION FOR SPLJTTING . -

......... 
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-----------------:·-----------------------------------------'\1"'11(..)(~ CLUSTER=1 --------------------------------------·---····----------------

/11' 

COUN'!"R_,V 

"r BURUNDI _,AA CENTRAL AFR. REP. 
NIGER 
COMOROS ISLANDS 

A EQUATORIAL GUI~EA 
BURKINA FASO 

[

BENIN 
, TOGO 

/fJ LIBYA 

~
ZIMBABWE 
GUINEA-BISSAU 
SAO TOME ANO PRIN. 

COUNT RV 

BURUNDI 
CENTRAL AFR. REP. 
NIGER 
COMOROS ISLANDS 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA 
BURKINA FASO 
BENIN 
TOGO 
l.l BVA 
ZIMBABWE 
GUINEA-BISSAU 
SAO TOME ANO PRIN. 

V2 

-0.6301 
-0.853C 
-1.3878 
-0.4964 
-0.4518 
-1.2987 
-0.5855 
-0.6747 
-0.9421 
-o. 13\iltl 
0. 1276 
0.0384 

V12 

-0.93161 
-0.72667 
-0.75595 
-0.81450 

0.06380 
0.06380 
0.06380 
1. 05920 
0.00525 

-0.40463 
-0.90233 
-0.66476 

V3 

-0.72422 
-0.72422 
-0.72422 
-0.72422 
-0.63315 
-0.72422 
-0.63315 
-0.35993 
-0.45100 

u.45973 
0. 27758 

-0.54207 

V13 

- l. 002 1 
-1.0021 
- 1. 002 l 
-0.2753 
-0.2092 
- 1. 0021 
-0.209<' 
-0.2092 
- 1 • 00" 1 
-0.6056 
-0.0771 
-0.2092 

• V4 vs V6 

-1,5502 -0.8998 -1.2589 
-:.5502 -0.9716 -1.3762 
-1.0044 -:.1153 - 1. 1415 
-1.0044 -0.9716 -1.0242 
- 1 . 186 3 -0.8998 ·0.6722 
-1,5502 -0.6843 -1.2589 

0.0872 -0.5406 0.0318 
0.4510 -o. 2532 -0.0856 

-0.0948 -0.8279 0. 50 1 1 
0.9908 -0.6843 -0.2029 

-0,4586 -1.5463 -0.7896 
-0.8225 0.5801 -0.9059 

v 1 A V1B 

-0.9601 0.651005 
-0.9601 0.859512 
-1.2492 0.664906 
-1.2354 0.651005 
-1.3524 0.769159 
-1.0970 0.651005 
-0.5196 0.762209 
-0.7812 0,470299 
-1.0978 0.233991 
-0.7812 0.740309 
-1.3731 0.894264 
- 1 . 3 7 3, 0.477249 

------------------------------------------------------- CLVSTER=2 -------------··---------·-------------------------------------
COUNTR~· V2 ' I V4 vs vs 

-0.72422 
-0.633~5 

-0.63315 
-0.72422 
-0.54207 
-0.72422 
-0.40546 
-o 54207 

-0.2767 0.46516 - 1. 1~,5 
·u.2767 0. 24964 -0,4376 

0.4510 0.10596 -0.5549 
-1.0044 -0.10956 -1.2589 

0. 269 l 1. 25539 -0.4376 
-0.6406 0.75252 -0.9069 
-1.0044 0.03412 -0.3202 

0.2691 0.39332 0.4424 

I CHAO -0. 20224 q ., MALAWI -0.31612 
J l ZAMB:A -0.45183 

MALI -[;. 630 1 1 r TANZANIA -0. 13984 
UGANDA -o. 10726 

r.' MADAGASCAR -0.31812 ) 

l KENYA -0.67469 

COUNT RV V12 V13 v 1 A v 1 Es 

-1 .0021 
-0.9360 
-0.8699 
- 1 • 00 2 1 
-0.5396 
- 1 • 00:? 1 
-0.2753 
-0.5396 

0.17551 1 . 1722 7 
0.07227 0.92901 

-0.09292 0.67P81 
-0.13421 0.99852 

1 .62087 0.96377 
1 . 10467 rJ. 7900 1 
0.41640 0.16449 
CJ.55406 0.82476 

CHAO -0.93161 
\'A LAW I -0.91990 
ZAMBIA -0.78522 
MAU -0.72667 
7ANZANIA -0.93161 
UGANDA -0.93161 
"'AOAGASCAR -0.93161 
;(fNVA -0.28752 



------------------------------------------------------------ CLUSTER=3 -------------------------------------------------------------. ~ 
COUNTRY 
S:o ..,..,,u,:_._ 
DJIBOUTI 

/'2. RWA\IDA 
ETHIOPIA 
SUOA~ 

COU,,.TRY 

DJIBOUTI 
RWANDA 
ETHIOPIA 
SUDAN 

V2 

- 1 . 254 1 
-~.5661 

-1 .5661 
- 1 . 1 204 

V12 

-0.72667 
-0.90233 
-D.87305 
-C.97305 

V3 

-0.72422 
-0.79708 
-0.6:1315 
-0.7242~ 

v 1 3 

- 1. 002 1 
- 1 . 002 1 
- 1. 002 1 
-1 .0021 

• V4 vs V6 

- 1 . 7 3 2 1 -2.0492 ·C.9069 
-1.3683 - 1 . : 011 - I. 14 1 5 
-0.4586 0.7525 -0.3202 
-0.8225 -0. 1 8 1 4 -0.7896 

VIA VIS 

-1.3456 -1.7399 
-1.2699 _, .2603 
-0.9601 -1.0866 
-0.6504 -0.3568 

------------------------------------------------------------ CLUSTER~4 -------------------------------------------------------------

COU ... TRY v:z 
GUINEA -0.05070 
:..:SERIA -0.22898 
GABON 0.66243 
S&!Hrt.-t''f -o. 942 1, 
CAPE VERDE 0.52872 

COUNTRY v I 2 

GUI NE~ 0.23946 
LIBERIA 0.53222 
G~90N 0. 1809 1 
SOMALI A -0.93161 
CAPE VER OE -0.90233 

VJ 

-0.63J15 
-0.35993 
-0.54207 
-0.3599J 
0.82402 

V13 

0.25327 
-0.14315 
-o. 07708 

0. 1 21 1 3 
D.25327 

V4 

-0.09476 
-0.45062 
0. 269 1 , 

-0.92248 
-0.09476 

VIA 

0.07227 
-0.75365 
0.41640 
0.62288 

-0,75365 

vs V6 

-O.J2507 -0.78955 
-o. 10956 -0.32022 
0.32148 -0.37889 

-0.54059 -0.32022 
-o. 10956 0.26644 

VIB 

-0.9475 
-0.9475 
- , . 5 ';' 3, 
_, .7816 

. - , . 434 I 

------------------------·----------------------------------- CLUSTER=S -------------------------------------------------------------
COUNT RV V2 

MOZAM9l0UE 0. :Z 167 2 
4 SIERRA LEONE 0.48415 
' ANGOLA 1,01899 

COUNTRY Vl2 

MOZAM9IOuo; 0.59078 
SIERRA LEONE 0 07551 
ANGOLA 1.87895 

VJ 

0.36865 
1.00616 
I . 1883 1 

V1J 

1,57468 
1,44254 
2.16932 

V4 

-0.09476 
-0.27669 

0.26911 

VIA 

0,41640 
, . 3, , I 5 
1. 65528 

vs V6 

-0.10956 0,266443 
o. 17780 0.266443 
0.46516 0.970438 

VIB 

-1,3646 
-t.3646 
- 1 ' 29 5 1 

------------------------------------------------------------ CLUSTER=6 -------------------------------------------------------------

COUNTRY 

:;. EC.YPT 
"l .:>ER l A 

COUNTRY 

EGYPT 
'llGERlA 

V2 

-0.36269 
-0.67468 

V12 

1.93750 
1. 93750 

V3 

-0.54207 
-0.45100 

V13 

Ci.055059 
0.253271 

V4 vs V6 

0.45104 1.75827 0.618440 
1. 17676 3,19506 0,735773 

VIA vie 

1 .24232 0. 7 205, 
1 . 1 3908 , . 03327 



ypo1ogy 

------------------------------------------------------------ CLUSTER=7 -------------------------------------------------------------• ,. 
COUNTRY V2 
S9c.l.~ll!> 

1 . 1 OB l 3 
<" 

GAMBIA 
MAURITIUS 1,46469 

COUNTRY V12 

GAMBIA 0.122352 
MAURITIUS 0.063799 

V3 

o.ssoeoo 
0.824019 

V13 

0.78184 
, . 90504 

V4 

0.81490 
1,36070 

V1A 

-0.75365 
-0.38199 

• vs V6 

-0.32S07 0.853105 
-0.31071 0.501108 

V1B 

-o. 1483 
- 1 . 1839 

------------------------------------------------------------ CLUSTER=8 -------------------------------------------------------------

COUNTRY V2 V3 Vt. vs V6 

/ 
CAMEROON 1 ,01899 

(;> CONGO 0.35043 
ZAIRE -0.76383 

-0.00671 
-0.63315 
-0.7242~ 

0,81<l90 0.89620 0. 26644 
0. 269 1 1 1.7S827 -0.5S489 

-0.27669 1 .25539 -0.78955 

COUlliTRY V12 V13 V1A V1B 

CAMEROON 1,87895 -0.40744 0,07227 0.651005 
CONGO 1 .23486 -0,4074.Q -0.3<l069 -0.0<;4018 
ZAIRE ~.93750 -0.27S29 0.82936 0.651005 

------------------------------------------------------------ CLUSTER=9 -------------------------------------------------------------

::ouNTRY V2 

.J. 
\'AURZTANIA 2.53438 
-.AM! 91 A 2.00'81 

COuNTRV V12 

MAURITANIA -D.93161 
NAMIBIA -C.9316: 

V3 

2.82762 
3.46513 

V13 

2. 23539 
2.10325 

V4 

0.<l51039 
0.632970 

VIA 

I , 7 !l 29 <l 
0.72612 

vs 

-0.1096 
-1.3308 

V1B 

- I • 2 9 5 1 
_, .2603 

V6 

0.97044 
1 ,79177 

------------------------------------------------------------ CLUSTER=1C --------··---------------------------------------------------

COUNTRY V2 

3 COTE O'IVOIRE 0.662420 
GHANA 0.706998 

COl.iNTRY v 1 2 

COTE D'IVOIRE 1.93750 
GHANA 0.91282 

V3 

1. 00616 
0. 095<l4 

V13 

, . 70682 
0.91398 

V4 

2.45229 
2.45229 

V1A 

0. 24434 
1 . 7 2 4 1 1 

V5 V6 

0.96804 1. 67443 
1 . 1035 s 1 . 55 7 1 0 

V1B 

0,477249 
0,442498 



-~ Typology FIS '. 
14: 49 Wl!.DNl!SDAV, JUHi!. !5, I 99 I 

-------------------,---- .. ---------------------------------- CLUSTEP=11 ----------------------.-----.--------·-·····-------·--··· 
COUNTRY 

3 ALGERIA 
SENEGAL 

COUNTRY 

ALGERIA 
SENEGAL 

V2 

0.66243 
, . 01899 

V12 

1. 64474 
1. 19973 

V3 

0.277587 
0.550800 

v, 3 

-0.34136 
0.71576 

V4 vs V6 

1 . · , 8 76 0.465160 2.14376 
0' 2691, 0.393J21 1.08777 

V 1 A VIS 

0.69171 -0.391!53 
1. 3 1 1 1 5 0.99852 

7 

------------------------------------------------------------ CLUSTER:12 ---------------------------------------····-·······---·····-

COUNTRY 

~E-l-i:-E-S 

COUNTRY 

SEVCtiEU:ES 

V2 

, . SS384 

V12 

0. 172352 

V3 

1. 91 689 

V13 

, . 90S04 

V4 

0.269107 

V1A 

-0.030972 

vs 

-2.020S 

VlB 

- 1 . 9 r; s 3 

V6 

0.970438 

------------------------------------------------------------ CLUSTER~13 ---------------------------------···············------------

COUNTRY V2 

0.484146 

COUNTRY V12 
[ 

TUNISIA 

-------~--1--~~:~:~: ______________________________________ _ 
COUNTRY V2 

MOROCCO 1. 687SS 

-0,48660 

COUNTRY 

MOROCCO 

V12 

-0.2S824 

V3 

0.368655 

V13 

-0.34136 

CLUSTER:14 

V3 

2.37226 

V13 

O.S83624 

V4 

1. 54263 

V1A 

0,106682 

vs 

o. 177803 

VlB 

I, 03327 

V6 

2.02543 

------------------------------------------------------------
V4 

1,72456 

VIA 

1. 930S9 

vs 

0.608839 

V1B 

, . 01>80 2 

V6 

2.14376 




